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Observations by the Fermi-LAT have uncovered a bright, spherically symmetric excess surround-
ing the center of the Milky Way galaxy. The spectrum of the γ-ray excess peaks sharply at an
energy ∼ 2 GeV, exhibiting a hard spectrum at lower energies, and falls off quickly above an energy
∼ 5 GeV. The spectrum of the excess above ∼ 10 GeV is potentially an important discriminator
between different physical models for its origin. We focus our study on observations of the γ-ray
excess at energies exceeding 10 GeV, finding: (1) a statistically significant excess remains in the
energy range 9.5−47.5 GeV, which is not degenerate with known diffuse emission templates such as
the Fermi Bubbles, (2) the radial profile of the excess at high energies remains relatively consistent
with data near the spectral peak (3) the data above ∼ 5 GeV prefer a slightly greater ellipticity
with a major axis oriented perpendicular to the Galactic plane. Using the recently developed non-
Poissonian template fit, we find mild evidence for a point-source origin for the high-energy excess,
although given the statistical and systematic uncertainties we show that a smooth origin of the
high-energy emission cannot be ruled out. We discuss the implication of these findings for pulsar
and dark matter models of the γ-ray excess. Finally we provide a number of updated measurements
of the γ-ray excess, utilizing novel diffuse templates and the Pass 8 dataset.
PACS numbers: 95.85.Pw, 98.70.Rz; MIT-CTP/4796
I. INTRODUCTION
Observations by the Fermi Large Area Telescope
(Fermi-LAT) on board the Fermi Gamma-Ray Space
Telescope have ushered in a new high-precision era of
γ-ray astronomy. Among its most important findings is
a significant and unexpected γ-ray excess surrounding
the dynamical center of the Milky Way galaxy (Galactic
Center or GC) [1–11]. Analyses utilizing standard diffuse
emission models have agreed on several robust properties
of the γ-ray excess: (1) it features a spectral peak at an
energy of approximately 2 GeV, (2) it is extended to at
least 10◦ from the GC, (3) the emission is centered on
the GC and exhibits approximate spherical symmetry.
While dark matter explanations for the γ-ray excess
(hereafter GCE) have remained extremely popular (for
example, see [12–15] for effective and simplified mod-
els, [16–19] for some UV-complete models, or [20–29] for
“dark sector” models), several astrophysical models have
also been posited to explain the key observational prop-
erties of the excess, including: (1) populations of either
young [30, 31] or recycled [4, 32–37] pulsars densely clus-
tered around the dynamical center of the galaxy, (2) out-
bursts of either leptonic [38, 39] or hadronic [40] origin
originating from Sgr A*, (3) new diffuse emission mod-
els including enhanced cosmic-ray injection rates in the
central Milky Way [41–43].
Studies of the GCE have long appreciated that a robust
determination of the low-energy spectrum could provide
a powerful discriminant between astrophysical and dark
matter models for the origin of the excess [32, 44, 45].
However, low-energy observations of the GCE have been
plagued by observational uncertainties stemming from
the relatively wide point spread function (PSF) of the
Fermi-LAT instrument at energies below ∼ 1 GeV, cou-
pled with the large number of γ-ray point sources (PSs)
and bright structured diffuse emission observed in this
region of space.
Less appreciated is the potential for high-energy obser-
vations of the GCE to differentiate between astrophysical
and dark matter explanations for the excess, and more-
over, to differentiate between specific models within these
broad categories. For example, the firm detection of a
continuation of the excess to high energies, with a consis-
tent morphology, would provide new information on the
mass and annihilation mechanism required for a DM in-
terpretation of the excess [29, 46–48], and essentially rule
out models of light dark matter as an explanation (such
as the ∼ 10 GeV DM considered in dark photon [27] and
leptonic-annihilation [49] models). In the context of pul-
sar interpretations of the GCE, a high-energy tail can be
naturally accommodated through the inverse-Compton
scattering (ICS) of starlight by high-energy electrons ac-
celerated in the pulsar magnetosphere [31].
An obvious limitation is that Fermi-LAT observations
suffer from low statistics at high γ-ray energies; for ex-
ample, at the time of the original analysis of the GCE [1],
less than 1000 photons with an energy exceeding 10 GeV
had been observed in the 3◦ surrounding the GC. The
results of analyses that cover a broad energy range will
accordingly be statistically dominated by the lowest-
energy photons in that range, so studying the high-energy
regime requires a dedicated analysis. Furthermore, it is
possible that the high-energy data might contain photons
in this region that are not accounted for by the modeled
diffuse backgrounds, but are unrelated to the excess seen
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2at lower energies. This is particularly true if the dif-
fuse background models have been tuned to fit the data
over a broad energy range (since such fits are dominated
by the more numerous low-energy photons). Such pho-
tons might be mistakenly attributed to a continuation of
the excess in a template fitting approach, simply because
the GCE component is more localized at the GC than
the other background templates, and so can be increased
without severely impairing the fit elsewhere. For this
reason, while previous studies have found some evidence
of GCE-correlated emission at high energies, it has not
been possible to firmly rule out models for the origin of
the GCE that predict no such emission.
In this paper we address the question of whether there
is a photon excess at high energy that independently
prefers the peaked and highly symmetric morphology ob-
served in the 1− 3 GeV range. In Sec. II we describe the
analysis framework we employ to study the γ-ray excess
in the GC and Inner Galaxy (IG), using both Poissonian
and non-Poissonian template fitting. The latter method
(based on [35, 50–52]) can be used to account for pop-
ulations of unresolved PSs. In Sec. III we present our
results:1 we demonstrate that the γ-ray excess is a sta-
tistically significant (TS > 9) feature at energies up to
∼ 50 GeV, with a profile slope that is largely energy-
independent. However, we find some statistical evidence
that the high-energy data prefer a GCE template with an
axis ratio elongated perpendicular to the Galactic plane.
We also demonstrate that there is not enough statistical
power above 10 GeV to determine whether the GCE in
this range is smooth or comprised of PSs. In Sec. IV we
briefly discuss the implications of these results for the
origin of the GCE, focusing on dark matter and pulsar
models. Specifically we emphasize that ICS from pul-
sars near the GC (see, for example, [30, 31]) may be able
to explain the high-energy tail of the GCE. Finally our
conclusions are presented in Sec. V.
In the Appendices we present several supplemental
studies. In App. A we evaluate the robustness of the GCE
to changes in the modeling of both diffuse and point-
like astrophysical backgrounds. Appendix B studies the
impact of reverting from Pass 8 data to the older Pass
7 Reprocessed data, and of varying our photon quality
cuts. In App. C we examine the effect of changing the
ROI that we examine, and varying the masking of PSs.
Appendix D directly compares the GC and IG results,
while App. E provides several cross checks on the anal-
1 We use both frequentist and Bayesian statistics in this work.
Our frequentist results will be quoted in terms of a test statistic
or TS, determined from the improvement in −2∆ lnL, where
L is the Poissonian likelihood. We will use TS to denote the
improvement in the quality of fit when adding the GCE over a
background only hypothesis, whilst ∆TS will instead indicate the
decrease in fit quality when we vary a parameter from its best
fit value (or the change in fit quality when we vary a parameter
away from a special value). The Bayesian results will be quoted
in the form of 2 ln [Bayes factor].
ysis of the PS contributions to the excess. In App. F
we investigate an apparent downturn in the GCE spec-
trum at 11.9−18.9 GeV, and demonstrate that it cannot
be robustly established as a physical feature of the ex-
cess. Finally, in App. G we discuss the energy binning;
the possible effects of the energy dispersion; and cumula-
tive results for the morphology of the excess, describing
the best-fit morphology for all energies above a threshold
Emin.
II. ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK
As in [8] we perform two independent analyses, car-
ried out in the separate yet partially overlapping spa-
tial regions referred to as the “Galactic Center” (GC)
and “Inner Galaxy” (IG), which use somewhat different
analysis frameworks. The primary difference is that the
IG analysis extends out to larger latitude and longitude
than the GC analysis but masks the Galactic plane. In
both cases we construct a pixel-based Poisson likelihood,
fitting the data to a linear combination of spatial tem-
plates, as has been done previously for studies of the
GCE [6, 8, 9, 35, 43] and other features in Fermi data
(e.g. [53, 54]). The exact templates we use differ some-
what between the two analyses, due to the different re-
gions of interest (ROIs), as we will discuss in the follow-
ing subsections: in particular, the GC analysis requires a
more careful treatment of known PSs, while the IG anal-
ysis employs an additional template for the structures
known as the Fermi Bubbles [54]. In addition, in the
IG region, we apply the non-Poissonian template fitting
(NPTF) method outlined and utilized in [35] (following
earlier work in [50, 51]), to study the question of whether
the excess is comprised of PSs too faint to meet the sta-
tistical criteria for inclusion in official Fermi point source
catalogs.
In all analyses we use Pass 8 data collected between
August 4, 2008 and June 3, 2015. Note that this in-
cludes data taken during the period when the Fermi
satellite modified its scan strategy to increase the expo-
sure of the GC. The Fermi public data are subdivided in
several different ways: into quartiles based on PSF and
thereby angular resolution, quartiles based on energy dis-
persion, and front-converting vs back-converting events
(labeled according to where the photon first produces an
e+e− pair in the detector layers). Front-converting and
back-converting events each constitute roughly half the
dataset; front-converting events tend to have superior an-
gular resolution, so the front-converting events are sim-
ilar but not identical to the top two quartiles by PSF.
Events are also categorized into nested classes accord-
ing to whether they pass quality cuts intended to re-
duce cosmic-ray contamination; the relevant event qual-
ity classes for this work are “Source”, “Clean”, “Ultr-
aclean” and “UltracleanVeto” (UCV), corresponding to
increasingly stringent cuts with successively lower accep-
tances.
3Unlike previous work that has focused on the peak
of the excess where there are abundant statistics, the
number of photons is limited in the high-energy tail.
As such we have chosen to sacrifice angular resolution
for enhanced statistics and accordingly generally use all
(front- and back-converting) Source class events. We de-
note this selection by “All Source”. The exception to this
is the NPTF analysis, where we seek a compromise be-
tween these factors by using only the top three quartiles
of Source data, ranked by PSF, since the worst quar-
tile markedly degrades the angular resolution.2 We have
checked that the main conclusions of our analysis are
robust against variations in the choice of dataset; see
App. B. In particular, we show results using only the top
quartile of events by angular resolution (i.e. the events
with the smallest PSF / best angular resolution), which
we denote “BestPSF”. For example, “UCV BestPSF”
refers to the events in the top quartile by angular res-
olution that have also passed all the cuts necessary to be
classified as UCV; this is our highest-quality (but lowest-
statistics) sample of photons.
In all analyses we divide the data into thirty equally
log-spaced energy bins between 0.3 and 300 GeV; we use
only data between 377 MeV and 47.5 GeV, dropping the
lowest bin and all bins centered above 50 GeV.3 We em-
ploy the recommended data quality cuts: zenith angle
< 90◦, DATA QUAL > 0, LAT CONFIG=1.
We examine contributions to the γ-ray flux stemming
from five emission components: (1) bright γ-ray PSs of
either Galactic or extragalactic origin, (2) diffuse extra-
galactic emission that is expected be isotropic over the
sky, (3) diffuse Galactic γ-ray emission, stemming from
a combination of pi0-decay emission from the hadronic
interaction of cosmic-ray protons with interstellar gas,
bremsstrahlung emission from the interaction of cosmic-
ray electrons with the same interstellar gas, and ICS of
this electron population off the interstellar radiation field
and CMB, (4) γ-ray emission stemming from the recently
discovered Fermi Bubbles [54] – large structures extend-
ing perpendicular from the galactic disk, and (5) a GCE
template.
Regardless of the origin of the GCE, previous studies
have found its spatial morphology to be well described by
the line-of-sight integral over the square of a generalized
Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) halo profile [55, 56], so we
adopt this profile for our GCE template. The generalized
NFW density profile is given by
ρ(r) = ρ0
(r/rs)
−γ
(1 + r/rs)3−γ
, (1)
2 The average 68% containment radius of the Source class PSF for
all four quartiles at 1 (10) GeV is 0.98◦ (0.22◦); restricting to
just the top three quartiles improves this to 0.68◦ (0.12◦).
3 We drop the lowest energy bin because with All Source class
events the PSF is large enough that our PS mask in the IG
analysis covers most of the ROI.
and following previous studies we choose a scale radius of
rs = 20 kpc and ρ0 = 0.4 GeV/cm
3, while leaving γ as a
free parameter. If the GCE originates from dark matter,
then such a distribution could arise naturally from dark
matter annihilation around the GC. Nonetheless we re-
main agnostic on the issue of the excess’ origin, and note
that since the GCE is quite localized toward the GC, the
NFW profile essentially functions as a power law, with
the flux per unit volume scaling at small radii as r−2γ . In
analyses where γ is not varied and not otherwise speci-
fied, we take γ = 1.14 in IG and 1.05 for the GC analyses,
as these are the respective best-fit values when the fit is
performed over the full energy range.4
A. Inner Galaxy – Poissonian Analysis
Our default Region of Interest (ROI) for the IG anal-
ysis is defined by 1◦ < |b| < 15◦ and |l| < 15◦. This ROI
is smaller than some previous analyses of the IG [8, 9],
which considered either a 40◦×40◦ region or the full sky,
in both cases masking the plane (at either |b| = 1◦ or
|b| = 2◦). However, it was pointed out in [8] that in a
larger ROI, the amplitudes of the diffuse backgrounds are
fit primarily in regions outside the IG. This commonly
leads to oversubtraction in the IG (especially along the
Galactic plane), which can distort any GCE component
extracted from this region. We have found our ROI is
sufficiently small to avoid these issues and we provide an
additional discussion of this point in App. C.
In this IG analysis we compute the pixel-based Poisso-
nian likelihood for each energy bin independently, allow-
ing the amplitude of each template to float in each bin
(thus the total number of free parameters is the number
of templates multiplied by the number of energy bins).
We include four spatial templates in this process: 1. a
uniform isotropic map; 2. a map for the Fermi Bub-
bles [54]; 3. a model for the diffuse background; and
4. a template for the GCE. We choose to normalize the
templates so that their coefficients correspond to the av-
erage flux within some region. For the isotropic emission
this region is the full ROI (but the choice of region is
irrelevant in this case), for the Bubbles it is the constant
surface density interior of the template, for the diffuse
model we use a region within a circle of radius 5◦ around
the GC, except for |b| < 1◦, and for the GCE an annulus
between 4.9◦ and 5.1◦.
Our default background diffuse model for the IG anal-
4 The IG value is somewhat smaller than that obtained in previ-
ous IG analyses [8, 9], which found best fit values of 1.18 and
1.28 respectively. The difference with [8] is mainly driven by the
combination of a move to data with lower angular resolution and
changing to a smaller ROI, whilst the distinction with [9] is likely
due to this as well as the different method the authors of that
work used to extract γ. We discuss these points in more detail
in App. B.
4ysis is the Fermi Collaboration p6v11 Galactic diffuse
model. As in [8], this choice is motivated by the fact that
this model does not include a spectrally and spatially
fixed component for the Fermi Bubbles (as is the case
with the p7v6 model), which allows us to fit the Bubbles
independently of the normalization for the diffuse model.
We cannot use the most recent Pass 8 Galactic diffuse
model, p8v6, since it is explicitly unsuitable for studies of
extended excesses, by construction5 – the model includes
a component that is obtained by re-adding the spatially
filtered residuals between the data and the model, so in
general any extended excesses will already be included
in this “diffuse background”. We do show results for the
p7v6 and p8v6 models in App. A and provide additional
detail on the various diffuse models used; as expected
(by construction), the GCE in the IG analysis is strongly
suppressed with the p8v6 model.
In addition to our default choice for the diffuse model,
we have cross checked our results with sixteen additional
diffuse models in App. A. In the main text, for the IG
analysis we will also make use of the best performing
GALPROP model identified in [9] – referred to there as
Model F, a convention we follow.6 Additionally in the
IG and GC analyses we will use Model A from [9], which
was used as the reference model in that work; it performs
significantly better than Model F if we remove a mask of
the plane and move towards the GC.7 The main gamma-
ray production processes described by these diffuse back-
ground models are pi0 decay, ICS and bremsstrahlung.
In p6v11, all three of these contributions are summed,
so their contribution in any pixel is a function of only a
single coefficient. Conversely, for Model F and A, these
components can be fitted independently. Given that both
the pi0 decay and bremsstrahlung maps trace the inter-
stellar gas, we follow [9] and choose to combine these
templates, while still floating the combined template in-
dependently of the ICS component. In this way Model F
and A can give us additional insight into the behaviour
of the background over the models provided by the Fermi
Collaboration, and we will exploit this in App. F.
We smooth the diffuse model template using the Fermi
Science Tools routine gtsrcmaps. As the remaining three
templates are considerably less bright in our ROI, we sim-
ply perform Gaussian smoothing before comparing them
to the data. In App. A we confirm that the use of Gaus-
sian smoothing for the diffuse model has minimal impact
on our results. We include PSs as a fixed contribution in
our template fit and further mask the 300 brightest and
most variable sources in the 3FGL catalogue [58], where
the size of the mask is determined by the 95% contain-
ment radius.
5 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/LAT caveats.html
6 In [9] Model F was taken from [57] where it was referred to as
SLZ6R20T 100000C5.
7 Specifically in the GC Model A provides a better fit to the data
than Model F by ∆TS = 4906.
B. Inner Galaxy – Non-Poissonian Template
Fitting
Much of the previous subsection carries over to the
NPTF analysis in the IG. We keep the four templates pre-
viously discussed (or five templates in the case of Model
F or A and other GALPROP-based models, where the ICS
template is floated separately),8 which are taken to have
Poissonian statistics, but also add two new templates
with non-Poissonian statistics. These templates corre-
spond to populations of PSs, with (a) a thin-disk doubly
exponential distribution, with the density of sources pro-
portional to e−|z|/0.3kpce−r/5kpc, or (b) a centrally peaked
spherical distribution, with the density of sources tracing
a generalized NFW profile squared, so that the average
flux per pixel follows the inferred distribution of flux for
the GCE. We refer to these templates respectively as the
“disk PS” and “GCE PS” templates.9
The source count function for each template, i.e. the
number of sources producing a given number of counts S
in a pixel p, is parameterized as a broken power law:
dNp
dS
= Ap
{
(S/Sb)
−n1 , S > Sb
(S/Sb)
−n2 , S < Sb
. (2)
Here Ap is the pixel-dependent normalization factor that
accounts for the spatial dependence of the source distri-
bution. More specifically, Ap is taken to follow the disk
(GCE) template for the disk PS (GCE PS) model. The
two indices n1, n2 and the break Sb, with units of counts,
are assumed to be constant between pixels.10 These three
parameters, along with the overall normalization for Ap,
are treated as independent model parameters for each
template. Thus, our default model M has 12 model pa-
rameters θ, in each energy bin: 4 normalization factors
for the Poissonian templates (if we instead use a GALPROP-
based diffuse model, one additional parameter is added
for the independent ICS component), plus 2 × 4 = 8 for
the source count function parameters for the 2 PS tem-
plates. We will also consider a simplified model that does
not include the GCE PS template but is otherwise the
same.
We follow the procedure outlined in the literature [35,
50–52] to calculate the photon-count probability distri-
bution in each pixel for the combined template model as
8 To facilitate comparison with the previous work of [35], for the
NPTF analysis we use a GCE template constructed from an
NFW with γ =1.25, which is the value used in that reference.
We find changing this to 1.14 has a much smaller impact than
the other sources of uncertainties in our analysis.
9 In [35] isotropically distributed PSs were also considered. In the
present analysis we use a smaller ROI to that work within which
we find an isotropic NPTF template to be poorly constrained.
As such we have chosen to exclude it.
10 Note that the assumption that Sb does not vary between pixels
is a good approximation since the exposure map does not vary
significantly over our small region [35], specifically changing by
less than 4% of the mean.
5a function of the model parameters θ. Given these dis-
tributions, we may evaluate the likelihood function [35]:
P (d|θ,M) =
∏
p
P (p)np (θ) , (3)
where the data set d consists of np counts in each
pixel p. We use Bayesian methods (implemented with
MultiNest11 [59, 60]) to compute the posterior distri-
bution P (θ|d,M) for the model parameters. Our prior
ranges for the model parameters are shown in Table I,12
where Ap = AA˜p and A˜p is the template with baseline
normalization. For the Poissonian templates these base-
line normalizations are set by summing over energy the
best-fit values determined in the IG analysis of the pre-
vious section. The GCE PS template inherits the same
baseline normalization as the GCE Poissonian template,
while the disk PS is normalized such that the mean num-
ber of photons per pixel is one over the full sky.13 Note
that all priors are flat on a linear scale except for the
normalizations of the Poissonian GCE and GCE PS tem-
plates, which are flat on a logarithmic scale. The prior
ranges are sufficiently large such that all model parame-
ters are well converged within the prior ranges.
Parameter Prior Range
Adiff [0, 2]
log10 AGCE [−6, 6]
Aiso [−2, 2]
Abub [0, 2]
log10 APS [−6, 1]
Sb [0.05, 600]
n1 [2.05, 30]
n2 [−2, 1.95]
TABLE I: Prior ranges used for the non-Poissonian template
fitting analyses. For all fits, the parameters were confirmed
to be well converged within these ranges. The bottom four
parameters are used to describe an NPTF template, and the
same ranges were used for the GCE PS and disk PS templates.
The only exception to this was a cross check performed in
App. E where we fixed n2 to be −1.5 for the GCE PS, and
−1.4 for the disk PS. The results of that check are shown on
the left of Fig. 29.
11 Specifically we run with 400 live points, disable both importance
nested sampling and constant efficiency mode, and the sampling
efficiency is set for model-evidence evaluation.
12 The choice of 2.05 and 1.95 as boundaries for the prior ranges
of n1 and n2 respectively is chosen for numerical stability of
the code. The origin of the instability is that the total flux
associated with an non-Poissonian template diverges if n1 = 2
or n2 = 2. Regardless we confirmed in all cases the preferred
index was converged away from these boundaries.
13 The disk PS normalization is arbitrary, but the prior range is
sufficiently large that the posterior is well converged.
For all of our NPTF analyses, we will perform two tem-
plate fits, one with a model that includes the GCE PS
template and one that does not. Each of these fits returns
a Bayesian evidence p(d|M); the ratio of the Bayesian
evidence between the two models is known as the Bayes
factor. We will use the convention that the Bayesian evi-
dence for the model with GCE PS’s is in the numerator,
so that a Bayes factor greater than unity indicates evi-
dence for spherical PSs. All of our results will be quoted
in terms of 2 ln [Bayes factor].
As shown in [35], the disk PS template can largely de-
scribe the identified gamma-ray PSs. As such, we do not
mask any PSs in this analysis. Further, we use slightly
less data than in the IG analysis – only the top 3 PSF
quartiles of source data – in order to improve the PSF,
which is helpful in looking for sources too faint to be
included in existing Fermi point source catalogs.
In [35] a significant Bayes factor was found in prefer-
ence of a model with a GCE PS template in the energy
range ∼ 2−12 GeV. Here, we are interested in determin-
ing whether the preference for spherical PSs persists at
higher energies. Our approach is to work in single large
energy bins, but to repeat the analysis progressively in-
creasing the lower boundary of the bin. Specifically, while
keeping the maximum energy fixed at 50 GeV, we move
the lower energy bound by 10 log spaced steps between
∼ 2 and ∼ 15 GeV. In this way, we can determine which
energies dominate the statistical preference for the GCE
PS template.14
In order to facilitate the interpretation of the NPTF
results, we also generate a large number of simulated data
sets and analyze these using the same NPTF framework.
Our simulated data are based on the best-fit parameter
values, as extracted from the posterior distribution, from
the NPTF analyses on the real data. In particular, we
have two sets of simulated data; the first includes spher-
ical PSs, and uses the best-fit values from the NPTF
that also includes this template, while the second does
not. In order to accurately convolve the simulated data
with the Fermi instrument response function, which is
energy dependent, we must assume a spectrum for each
source component. The Poissonian spectra are assumed
to follow the spectra extracted from an energy-dependent
Poissonian template fit on the real data. We assume that
the GCE PS template has the spectrum extracted by the
Poissonian GCE template and consider a variation on
this in App. E. For the disk template we use a more data-
driven method. By moving the minimum of the lowest
energy bin we determine how the integrated flux asso-
ciated with the disk PS template varies with that lower
energy. Specifically, we assume the average spectrum of
this population is a power law so that we can use the
variation in the integrated flux to constrain the param-
14 A more thorough inclusion of energy dependence directly into
the NPTF is the subject of future work [61–63].
6eters. We then use this derived spectrum when creating
the simulated data.
C. Galactic Center
We define a GC analysis to cover the dense region
{|l|, |b|}<7.5◦, where the fractional intensity of the GCE
component is maximized. In this ROI, the emission from
bright γ-ray PSs cannot be masked without significantly
diminishing the ROI. Thus, in this analysis, all bright
PSs are modeled and the flux of each is allowed to float
independently in each energy bin. We also allow the γ-
ray intensity from the p7v6 Fermi-LAT Galactic diffuse
emission model and an isotropic background model to
float freely. A template for the Fermi Bubbles is already
included in the p7v6 diffuse emission model, and thus no
additional template is added. While in the IG analysis
we prefer not to use p7v6 because of this fixed Bubbles
template, we expect the impact of this template to be
far less important in the GC. Thus, given that p7v6 has
superior resolution and modeling of the Galactic plane
we use this as our default diffuse template in the GC
analysis. We also utilize an alternative diffuse emission
model, using the results from [9], and in this case we add
a Fermi Bubbles template from [54].
We note that the choice to allow our background com-
ponents to float freely in each energy bin differs from
previously published models of the GC ROI (e.g. [8]),
where the background components (besides the GCE)
were fit over the full energy range assuming simple spec-
tral parameters (however, see the recent results of [43]).
While [8] found this approximation to not significantly af-
fect the characteristics of the GCE component near the
spectral peak, it is imperative for analyses of the high-
energy tail that we do not constrain the normalization of
emission components to be fixed by low-energy data.
In order to compute the spectrum, intensity, and sta-
tistical preference for the GCE template in each energy
bin, we performed a binned likelihood analysis using the
Fermi-LAT tools. Due to the focus of our analysis on
the high-energy regime, where the photon flux is greatly
lessened and the angular resolution of the Fermi-LAT is
good, we utilize all events passing through the Fermi-
LAT instrument, placing no constraints on front/back
conversion or PSF class. We first utilize gtbin, dividing
the Fermi-LAT data into 150 × 150 angular bins of size
0.1◦, and convolve each input template with the Fermi-
LAT PSF using gtsrcmaps. We then utilize the Fermi-
LAT python tools to run MINUIT [64] and calculate the
normalization of each γ-ray emission template, before us-
ing gtmodel to calculate the expected source counts from
our normalized model. Finally, we calculate the fit of our
model to the Fermi-LAT data in each energy bin.
III. PROPERTIES OF THE HIGH-ENERGY
TAIL
In this section, we describe the results of the various
analyses described above.
A. The High-Energy Spectrum
Using the default choices outlined above for the IG, we
extract a spectrum for the GCE template shown in Fig. 1.
On the left hand side of this figure we show the spectrum
over the energy range 0.377−47.5 GeV, while on the right
we focus on the range 9.5− 47.5 GeV – the high-energy
range, which we will scrutinize in the following sections.
We see that the GCE template does favor a non-zero
coefficient at energies above 10 GeV in the IG analy-
sis, with a falling spectrum in E2dN/dE out to energies
above 40 GeV. The formal significance of the excess above
10 GeV in the IG is TS ∼ 127. There appears to be some
evidence for structure in the spectrum, albeit not at high
significance. However, as we will discuss in App. F, the
apparent “dip” at ∼ 15 GeV may well be an artifact of
background mis-subtraction.
Although, as already emphasized, the spectrum alone
is not enough to conclude that the GCE extends to higher
energies. We must also show that this spectral feature
is robust against reasonable changes to the diffuse emis-
sion model. This point is outlined in detail in App. A,
where we show that a very similar spectrum is obtained
for many different diffuse background models, with the
only substantial variation stemming from models that
have large scale residuals added, which make them poorly
suited for studying the GCE.
Figure 1 also shows the spectrum of the GCE in the
GC analysis. Two results are immediately apparent: (1)
the GC analysis prefers an overall normalization of the
GCE that is smaller than the IG by ≈ 30%, (2) the spec-
tral features of the GCE in each case are very similar.
We note that there are several systematic differences be-
tween the IG and GC analyses that could contribute to
the offset normalization of the GCE between each study,
including: (1) a variable radial profile of the GCE, (2)
the change in diffuse emission models (p6v11 in the IG
analysis to p7v6 in the GC analysis), and (3) the treat-
ment of point sources near the Galactic Center in the GC
analysis.
To further illustrate the differences between the IG and
GC results, in Fig. 2 we show the spectrum for the GCE
computed in both the IG and GC regions, but this time
using the same diffuse background and the same radial-
profile parameter γ for each analysis. In particular, the
left (right) panel uses the p7v6 model (GALPROP Model
A) in both regions, with γ fixed to 1.14. In both cases,
we see that using the same diffuse model in the IG and
GC regions alleviates some of the tension between the
spectrum computed in the two analyses. However, we
may also see—comparing the GC result in Fig. 1 with
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FIG. 1: The spectrum of the GCE extracted in the IG (green) and GC (orange) regions over the full energy range (left) and 10− 50 GeV
(right). This spectrum was determined using the analysis framework outlined in Sec. II A for the IG and Sec. II C for the GC. We show
the spectrum for the best fit generalized NFW profile, which corresponds to γ = 1.14 for the IG and 1.05 for the GC. A similar figure
showing the spectra for identical γ values or identical diffuse emission models is shown in Fig. 28. In both cases the flux is normalized to
its value at 5◦ from the plane. In the GC analysis, no flux is observed in several bins, and so we instead show the 90% upper limit. Note
the IG and GC analyses differ in their ROI, diffuse modeling and treatment of the point sources. See text for details.
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FIG. 2: Same as the left panel of Fig. 1, except γ = 1.14 for both the IG and GC analyses. Also, in this case both the IG and
GC analyses use the same diffuse mode: p7v6 in the left panel and GALPROP Model A in the right panel. Using the same diffuse
model in both regions alleviates some of the tension in the overall normalization computed between the two analyses. However,
fixing γ = 1.14 in the GC analysis has an almost comparable effect in magnitude on the normalization of the spectrum as
changing diffuse model. We further explore this in App. D.
that in the left panel of Fig. 2—that changing γ from 1.05
to 1.14 in the GC itself causes a systematic decrease in the
normalization at a level ∼20%. Thus, there are a variety
of factors that may contribute to the offset between the
spectrum computed between the two regions. This is
further explored in App. D.
Focusing instead on the spectral characteristics of the
excess in both ROIs, we find broad qualitative agreement.
Namely, we find a statistically significant excess that ex-
tends above an energy of 10 GeV. However, in the GC
8analysis we do not find any statistical preference for GCE
emission in the two energy bins spanning 23 − 38 GeV.
With that said, the GC upper limits are not inconsistent
with the values determined by the IG analysis, once the
smaller normalization of the GC template is taken into
account. We note that unlike in the case of the IG, we
utilize a value of γ = 1.05 in the GC, which provides the
best fit to the data in this ROI. We find that this choice
has a negligible effect on the spectral properties of the
excess, as we demonstrate in Fig. 28.
B. The High-Energy NPTF Analysis
In Fig. 3 we show the results of our default NPTF
analysis of the IG in red on both the left and right panels.
We find evidence in favor of the model with a spherical
PS population up to ∼ 15 GeV, with a moderately large
Bayes factor; e.g., 2 ln [Bayes factor] ∼ 13 for the bin
with Emin ∼ 10 GeV.
To assess the true significance of these results, we take
two approaches. First, to correctly interpret the statis-
tical significance of such a detection, we create a large
ensemble of simulated data maps based on the best-fit
model, and then we repeat our analysis on the simulated
data. As described in Sec. II B, we create two types of
simulated data to contrast differing hypotheses. Our first
simulated data set is based on the best-fit values from the
NPTF on the real data that includes four Poissonian tem-
plates – isotropic, Bubbles, diffuse and a smooth GCE –
as well as disk PSs. In this scenario, the GCE is fully
accounted for by the smooth GCE template. Our second
set of simulated data is based on the NPTF that also
includes the GCE PS template; in this case, the GCE is
produced by a population of spherical PSs.
The second approach we take for assessing the signifi-
cance is to repeat the analysis with three different back-
ground models in order to estimate the systematic uncer-
tainty associated with the choice of background model.
Specifically, we 1. replace our thin-disk non-Poissonian
template with a thicker disk of scale height 1 kpc rather
than 0.3; 2. we replace the p6v11 diffuse model with
p7v6; and 3. we again replace the diffuse model with
Model F, a GALPROP model. Additional background-
model variations and variations on the simulated-data
tests, as well as the best fit source-count functions for
each case considered, are shown in App. E.
The full results of these tests are shown in Fig. 3.
On the left, we show simulated data generated assum-
ing both disk and GCE correlated PSs, whilst on the
right, only disk-distributed PSs are included in the Monte
Carlo. In both cases we show the 90% confidence limits
in blue constructed from multiple Monte Carlo simula-
tions. On the one hand, we find that given the best-fit
model with GCE PSs, the expected 2 ln [Bayes factor] for
the model containing the GCE PS template becomes less
significant (. 10) for energy bins with minimum ener-
gies above ∼ 10 GeV. The Bayes factors extracted from
the real data are somewhat high compared to expecta-
tions from the mock data, consistently across energy bins,
but generally lie within the 90% confidence band of ex-
pected Bayes factors. Furthermore, when we construct
simulated data with no GCE PS contribution, the Bayes
factors we find become consistent with the simulated-
data prediction, within the 90% confidence band, above
∼ 10 GeV. This suggests that above 10 GeV it is not pos-
sible to significantly distinguish a model where the GCE
is comprised entirely of PSs from one with no GCE PSs
with this method and data set. Secondly, the fact that
our results consistently overshoot the simulated-data pre-
diction (albeit at low significance) should be cause for
some caution. One possible interpretation of this result
is that in the real data we do not have a perfect diffuse
model as we do in the case of the simulated data. As
discussed in [35], NPTF templates can help alleviate im-
perfect diffuse modeling, which may partly explain why
the data often has a high Bayes factor with respect to the
simulated data. The relation between this overshoot and
background mismodeling in the real data is further sup-
ported by the fact that when we repeated this analysis
using the top PSF quartile of UCV data we found greater
consistency between data and Monte Carlo. This dataset
has an improved angular resolution making results more
robust to background mismodeling, but this comes at the
cost of statistics which is why we have chosen not to use
it for this analysis.
Finally, when we perform the analysis with different
diffuse models or disk templates, the Bayes factors that
we find vary substantially, at the same level as the width
of the band from the simulated-data studies. In partic-
ular, using Model F we find no significant detection of
GCE PSs at energies above ∼ 6 GeV. However, at low
energies we always find a preference for GCE PSs. This
again emphasizes the interplay between the modeling of
the diffuse background and the preference for a PS tem-
plate. Note that in Model F there is an additional degree
of freedom in that the ICS is floated separately from the
pi0 and bremsstrahlung components. It may be that this
ICS template improves modeling around the GC where
the GCE is bright, thereby reducing the impact a GCE
non-Poissonian template can have.
Accordingly, we can neither robustly favor nor disfavor
the PS interpretation of any extension of the GCE above
∼ 5 GeV.
C. Spatial Morphology
Modeling the gamma-ray sky is a challenging and open
problem. Despite great progress being made with data
provided by the Fermi Gamma-Ray Telescope, current
diffuse γ-ray models are still a long way from describ-
ing the data to the level of Poisson noise. As such, the
difference between γ-ray data and best-fit models will
inevitably contain spatial residuals. This issue is partic-
ularly acute around the GC where the modeling of the
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FIG. 3: Preference for adding GCE correlated PSs to our default fit as a function of the minimum energy bin, whilst the maximum is
kept at 47.5 GeV. The result for our default analysis is shown in red, whilst varying the disk PS to use a thicker disk template is shown in
orange, and changing the diffuse model from p6v11 to p7v6 or Model F is shown in purple and khaki respectively. In addition, in blue we
shown the median and 90% confidence limits from analysing a large ensemble of mock data maps assuming both disk and GCE correlated
PSs (left) or just a disk PS template (right). Mock data sets were created using the p6v11 diffuse model. See text for details.
γ-ray sky is most challenging.
If the GCE does extend above 10 GeV, then it is likely
to have an intensity comparable to these spatial residuals.
It is easy to imagine a situation where the model under-
estimates the total γ-ray emission near the GC, produc-
ing to a residual that could be absorbed by a GCE in
a template fit. For this reason, the coefficient extracted
for our GCE template in Fig. 1 may not be a reliable
indicator of the true intensity of the GCE. To highlight
this issue, in Fig. 4 and 5 we show the spatial residuals
in our ROI before and after the subtraction of the GCE
template used to obtain the spectra in Fig. 1. The maps
have been smoothed to 2◦ for the IG and 0.25◦ for the
GC. Although clear emission associated with the excess
is evident in the left hand side of both figures, there are
a number of regions of over and under subtraction in the
ROI, which could also affect the Galactic Center.
To ameliorate this concern, we examine the spatial
morphology of the high-energy emission. Among the
most striking features of the GCE near its spectral peak,
are the simplicity and consistency of its spatial mor-
phology. As pointed out in [8], its radial distribution
is well described by the square of a generalized NFW
profile (projected along the line of sight), it is approx-
imately spherically symmetric and not elongated along
the plane of the Milky Way, and it appears very well-
centered on the dynamical center of the galaxy at Sgr A*.
Furthermore, the first two properties have been shown
to be robust against the inclusion of systematic uncer-
tainties [9]. While background mismodeling can lead to
spurious emission near the GC, it is unlikely that such
emission would mimic the peculiar spatial properties ex-
hibited by the GCE.
Focusing on the high-energy emission, we will exam-
ine the three basic spatial properties characteristic of the
GCE, investigating the consistency of the radial varia-
tion, sphericity, and (in the GC analysis only) the pre-
ferred emission center, compared to the GCE component
near the 1− 3 GeV spectral peak. We consider the mor-
phology independently in each of the high-energy bins
between 10 and 50 GeV. In order to help mitigate is-
sues associated with limited statistics we combined the
6 highest energy bins into pairs, so that our four high-
energy bins are [9.5, 11.9], [11.9, 18.9], [18.9, 30.0], and
[30.0, 47.5] GeV. This is the binning we use for our sta-
tistical analyses,15 while for spectral plots we maintain
the log-spaced binning. More details on this choice and
results from using equally log spaced bins are given in
App. G. Generally if we consider the global, rather than
bin-by-bin features of the excess, the spatial properties
are driven by the morphological preferences near the
spectral peak, around ∼ 1−2 GeV. This point is explored
further in App. G where we show cumulative results (for
all photons above some threshold energy) rather than
showing each energy bin individually.
15 To clarify, when we speak of combining bins, we are summing
TS values across bins not redoing the fit in a larger bin. Thus
TS values quoted here (as done in Table IV within App. B -
c.f. Table IX for the values before combining the bins) for the
presence of the excess in these combined bins can loosely be
interpreted as following a χ2 distribution with two degrees of
freedom.
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FIG. 4: Spatial residual in our default ROI for the IG subtracting all templates except (left) or including (right) the GCE template. The
data have been smoothed to 2◦, but the PS masks have not – these are the masks corresponding to the lowest energy where the PSF is
largest, here 9.5 GeV. A number of regions of over and under subtraction are evident in both maps, symptomatic of imperfect background
models. Masks are shown in gray. See text for details.
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FIG. 5: Same as Fig. 4 for the GC analysis, and with all data and models smoothed to 0.25◦. The left figure shows the residual when
the GCE template is not included, while the right shows the residual after the GCE template is included in the model prediction.
The results for each spatial property are shown be-
low, but we summarize the basic details here. In the IG,
the first and third high-energy bins demonstrates similar
properties to the low-energy GCE, although with greater
significance in the first bin. The second bin at around
15 GeV is noticeably more statistically limited. Taken
together this might indicate a non-trivial spectral varia-
tion of the GCE, but we believe this “dip” is more likely
to be due to issues with the background model impact-
ing this bin, a point we explore in App. F. Finally the
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fourth bin does not appear to share similar properties
to the GCE at lower energies, but the results are highly
statistically limited and so it seems at present no defi-
nite conclusions can be reached about the extent of the
GCE above 30 GeV. In the Galactic Center analysis we
find that the radial slope of the NFW profile is consis-
tent with our best-fitting global value at the ≈ 1.5σ level
in every high-energy bin. The ellipticity in energy bins
above 18.9 GeV show some evidence (∆TS = 4.58) for an
ellipticity that is more strongly stretched perpendicular
to the Galactic plane than our global analysis. Investi-
gating the centering of the NFW emission profile, we find
that the γ-ray emission is sourced to within 0.2◦ of Sgr
A* in all energy bins.
1. Radial Variation
First we consider the radial variation of the GCE tem-
plate at high energies by repeating our template analysis
for various choices of the inner slope γ. For each model,
we calculate the fit to the data, and thus eventually de-
termining the best fit value of γ. In Fig. 6 we show our
best fit results for each individual energy bin in the IG
analysis. We first note the greatly reduced statistics at
high energies, which decreases the sensitivity of our anal-
ysis to the value of γ. However, in all energy bins above
∼ 2 GeV, the preferred value of γ appears to be statis-
tically consistent (to within ∆TS ∼ 2) with the globally
preferred value that is dominated by emission at low en-
ergies. By combining the likelihoods from all γ-ray ener-
gies above 9.5 GeV, we find that the best fit value of γ
is 1.08, and the globally preferred value of 1.14 differs at
the level of only ∆TS = 1.78.
In Fig. 7 we show our best fit values for the inner profile
slope in an analysis of the GC ROI. We find our results to
be qualitatively similar to those from the IG analysis, de-
spite several quantitative differences. First, the globally
preferred value for the GCE component in the GC analy-
sis is γ = 1.05, rather than γ = 1.14 as in the IG analysis,
though we note that a global value γ = 1.14 reduces the
fit by ∆TS = 24 (which is small compared to the pref-
erence for the excess as a whole). This discrepancy is
reasonable, given that the analyses probe different ROIs,
and there is no theoretical reason (even in dark matter
models) to believe that the GCE component is a constant
power-law in regions very close to the GC. In determin-
ing whether the high-energy portion of the GC excess
differs from the low-energy data, we compare our results
to the GC reference value of 1.05. We note that the two
energy bins spanning the range 23−37 GeV in this anal-
ysis are split and combined with higher and lower energy
bins (as in the IG analysis). This means that there is a
statistically significant detection of the GCE component
in every energy bin shown in all morphological plots in
the GC analysis.
As in the case of the IG analysis, we find that the
results of our analysis are generally consistent with the
default value of γ = 1.05, with the exception of the
highest energy bin (above 47.5 GeV) where a value of
γ = 0.75 is preferred and the global value is disfavored
at ∆TS = 3.71. However, after stacking all energy bins
above an energy of 9.5 GeV, we find that the best fit value
of γ = 0.91, though a value of γ = 1.05 is disfavored at
only ∆TS = 1.80.
2. Ellipticity
To determine the spherical symmetry of the γ-ray ex-
cess, we repeat our analysis with elliptical versions of
the GCE template and calculate the change in the qual-
ity of fit to the γ-ray data with respect to our default,
spherically symmetric, GCE model. In our analyses of el-
lipticity, we constrain our results to GCE templates with
γ = 1.0, and examine changes in three relevant parame-
ters: the axis ratio of the major to minor axes, the angle
of the major axis with respect to the Galactic plane, and
the energy range of our analysis. We note that while
γ = 1.0 is not statistically the best fit, this choice has
very little effect on the best fit value of the eccentric-
ity distribution, which is relatively independent of γ. In
Fig. 8 and 9 we show two cross-sections of this three-
dimensional space in the IG. In the first figure, we show
the preference for ellipticity along and perpendicular to
the Galactic plane for each energy bin in our analysis.
Compared to the inner profile slope γ, the change in pre-
ferred ellipticity is somewhat more pronounced at high
energies. Overall, the data above 9.5 GeV prefers an
axis ratio of 1.9 which is incompatible with the global
value of 1.17 at ∆TS = 20.17.
Further in Fig. 9 we instead choose a fixed axis ratio of
2 and show the variation in the quality of fit with respect
to a spherical template as a function of energy and rota-
tion of the elongation axis. Note that the degrees from
Galactic plane is for a clockwise rotation from the posi-
tive l axis, such that 90◦ rotation turns +l into +b. We
can see that at high energies there are certain directions
along which a stretch is preferred, perpendicular to the
plane and along shallow angles relative to the plane. This
behavior may be due to oversubtraction issues apparent
in Fig. 4 – a magnified version of these plots can be seen
in Fig. 32 and will be discussed in App. F. The angles
along which a stretch improves the fit generally moves the
GCE template away from these regions of oversubtrac-
tion, and so this apparent lack of sphericity may be the
result of the apparent “GCE” emission being compara-
ble to the spatial residuals. Note one of the angles along
which the fit is improved, ∼ 35◦, was already identified
as giving an improved fit in [8].
In the GC analysis, we obtain qualitatively similar
results, again with some slight quantitative differences.
The best fit axis ratio over the full data-set is 1.21, indi-
cating a slight eccentricity perpendicular to the Galactic
plane. However, we find that a spherically symmetric
GCE profile is still consistent with the data, providing
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FIG. 6: We show the IG preferred variation in ∆TS with energy and inner slope, γ, of a generalized NFW profile from which we form
our GCE template. On the left panel we zoom in to higher energies, and find that the statistical power to discriminate between different
values of γ is reduced, leading to an opening up of the preferred value. Also in the bin around 15 GeV we notice an increased preference
for lower γ values.
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FIG. 7: Same as Fig. 6 for an analysis of the GC ROI. We find results consistent with the IG analysis, though we note that the relatively
weak statistical evidence for a GCE component in the energy range 23-38 GeV makes our constraint on the value of γ weak at high
energies. The left panel is identical to the right, but shown in only the high energy regime.
a fit that is worse by only ∆TS = 0.68. Interestingly,
the two energy bins above 18.9 GeV have emission that
is moderately inconsistent with our best fit global value.
The energy bin spanning 18.9−30 GeV is best fit with an
axis ratio of 2.51, and is inconsistent with the global best
fit value at ∆TS = 3.99. The energy range 30−47.5 GeV
favors an axis ratio of 3.16, but due to limited statistics is
only inconsistent with the global best fit at ∆TS = 0.64.
Thus, the γ-ray data above ∼ 18 GeV is inconsistent with
our best fitting global axis ratio at a level ∆TS = 4.58,
and, furthermore, is inconsistent with spherical symme-
try at the level ∆TS = 6.63.
From these results we can see that the excess at high
energies does not favor elongation along the plane, but
it is much more difficult to rule out elongation in other
directions; in particular, elongation perpendicular to the
plane appears to be mildly favored by the IG data and
the higher-energy GC data. It is natural to hypothesize
that this preference for elongation is due to mismodeling
of the Fermi Bubbles. In light of this possibility we test
several different templates for the Bubbles in App. A,
and we find that this trend persists irrespective of the
Bubbles templates considered. However, the behavior of
the true Bubbles may not be adequately captured by the
possibilities we have tested.
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FIG. 8: Preferred axis ratio as a function of energy in the IG. The axis ratio is defined such that values greater than 1 correspond to a
stretch perpendicular to the plane, whilst value less than 1 indicate a stretch along the plane. The left panel is identical to the right, but
shown in only the high energy regime.
FIG. 9: For a fixed axis ratio of 2 we show the IG preference for a stretch along various axes for each of the energy bins, as compared to
the quality of fit for no stretch at all. The left panel is identical to the right, but shown in only the high energy regime.
3. Preferred Center
So far all our results have adopted a GCE template
centered on Sgr A*. Here we test this assumption by con-
sidering templates centered away from this point. While
we attempted this analysis in both the IG and GC ROIs,
we found that the IG is unable to constrain the position
of the GCE center to a level better than 1◦.16 This is not
surprising as the IG analysis masks the GC itself from the
16 While our default analysis masks the region with |b| < 1◦, we
did test the effect of changing our plane mask to |b| < 0.3◦; this
did not assist in determining a preferred center for the excess.
analysis. In what follows, we report results for only the
GC analysis.
In Fig. 11 we show the best fit position of the GCE
compared to the dynamical center of the Milky Way
galaxy for different choices of the minimum analysis en-
ergy in our model (including data from all energy bins
above a certain cutoff energy). While we find that the
emission is well centered on the position of Sgr A* (to
within 0.2◦) at high significance, we find that our full en-
ergy analysis prefers a GCE component that is centered
on a position approximately 0.1◦ from the Galactic Cen-
ter, pointed primarily towards negative longitude. This
offset is prefered by ∆TS = 37 compared to an excess
template centered on the position of Sgr A*. (We note
that we do not quote the 1σ statistical error since it is
14
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FIG. 10: Same as Fig. 8 for an analysis of the GC ROI. We again find results consistent with the IG analysis, including a preference for
a GCE profile stretched perpendicularly to the Galactic plane at high γ-ray energies. The left panel is identical to the right, but shown
in only the high energy regime.
smaller than the bin sized used in our analysis (0.025◦
radial bins and 20 angular bins) — thus any error would
be based on the interpolation of data between the best fit
point and its nearest neighbors.) At higher energies, the
residual emission is more coincident with the dynamical
center of the Milky Way Galaxy. We note that the GCE
component is slightly more offcenter in this analysis than
in the previous work of [8], where the emission center was
confined to within 0.05◦ of Sgr A*, with a best fit that
fell only 0.025◦ away from Sgr A*. We find some evi-
dence that this is due to the inclusion of all source class
events (including those that passed through the back of
the Fermi-LAT instrument and thus have a bad angular
reconstruction). This event selection is well-motivated
for investigations into the high-energy excess, but may in-
troduce additional systematic uncertainties very close to
the Galactic center and at low γ-ray energies. In App. B
we repeat this analysis using only γ-ray events with the
best angular reconstruction, finding that the global fit
then prefers a GCE component with a center only 0.05◦
from Sgr A*, and we discuss several explanations for this
offset.
IV. DISCUSSION
As we have shown above, the GCE is best-fit by
an emission morphology that is spherically symmetric
around the position of Sgr A* and has an inner profile
slope that is slightly adiabatically contracted compared
to a standard NFW profile. The most important devia-
tions from this picture are: (1) slight evidence for elon-
gation perpendicular to the Galactic plane in energy bins
above 9.5 GeV, and (2) an offset of the GCE profile cen-
ter from the position of Sgr A* by approximately 0.05◦
— 0.1◦. While the focus of this work is data analysis
rather than interpretation, it is worth briefly mention-
ing the implications of a high-energy GCE for the most
frequently suggested γ-ray emission models.
For dark matter models, it would be quite difficult to
explain a change in morphology at high energies, es-
pecially for any scenario where the high-energy emis-
sion morphology becomes less peaked towards the GC.
One potential dark matter explanation involves a two-
component γ-ray emission model. For example, the
higher-energy emission might stem from prompt photons,
while the lower-energy emission from stems from the ICS
of electrons produced by DM annihilation [see e.g. 49].
In this case the electrons would propagate before losing
all their energy, and the morphology of the ICS signal
would depend on the interstellar radiation field strength
and diffusion properties of the medium. However, in gen-
eral one would expect the profile of the ICS emission to
be broader than that of the prompt photons [65]. Our
results hint at the opposite trend, where the high-energy
γ-ray emission prefers a spatial profile that is slightly
more extended than emission near the spectral peak.
This morphological preference is quite weak, and one
might disregard it. However, one would also generally
expect the ICS spectral profile to be broader than that
of the prompt photon emission. If photons and electrons
are produced with similar energies by the annihilation
process, then the cooling of the electrons will lead to
a steady-state electron population with a broader (less
peaked) spectrum than the photons, and furthermore the
process of ICS will in general lead to a photon spectrum
that is broader and less peaked than the original electron
spectrum (since an electron at a fixed energy can scatter
photons to a range of different energies). Thus it would
be somewhat surprising to obtain a broad, hard prompt
photon spectrum combined with a lower-energy peaked
excess originating from ICS off a sharply peaked elec-
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FIG. 11: The best fit position of the GCE template compared to the dynamical center of the Milky Way galaxy, as a function of the
minimum energy of the GC analysis. A small offset is found, in particular at high energies. However, this result is best understood as
demonstrating the degeneracy between the GCE template and the multiple PS degrees of freedom densely clustered around the position
of Sgr A*. The three white dots denote the positions of nearby 3FGL point sources (from left to right 3FGL J1746.3-2851c, 3FGL
J1745.6-2859c, 3FGL J1745.3-2903c).
tron spectrum, although individual models may evade
this generic argument.
The most natural prediction for DM annihilation is
thus that the high-energy excess should share the spatial
morphology of the photons from the few-GeV peak of
the excess. In the IG analysis, this prediction appears in
tension with the preference for elongation perpendicular
to the plane at high energies. In the context of a DM ori-
gin for the excess, the most natural hypothesis would be
that the apparent elongation reflects contamination from
mismodeling of one of the other emission components; in
particular, as discussed previously and in App. A, the
shape of the Fermi Bubbles close to the plane, which
is not well-understood. Thus, caution should be used
in interpreting the high-energy spectrum of the excess
(e.g. Fig. 1) as originating solely from DM annihilation;
obtaining full consistency with the expected spatial dis-
tribution likely requires some modification of the back-
ground model, and omitting any such modification has
the potential to bias the extracted spectrum.
A second possible explanation for the GeV component
of the GCE is the emission from a population of γ-ray
pulsars densely clustered in the Galactic bulge. While
only a handful of pulsars have currently been observed in
the inner kpc of the Galaxy [66], the population of which
is incapable of explaining the γ-ray excess [67], it is possi-
ble that a substantial population of currently undetected
pulsars resides in the Galactic center and contributes a
significant diffuse γ-ray flux throughout the inner kpc of
the galaxy [4, 32]. Numerous studies have cast doubt
on this interpretation by a comparison of the luminos-
ity distribution of γ-ray pulsars observed in the Galactic
plane with the lack of individually detected γ-ray pulsars
near the Galactic center [44, 45, 68, 69] (see, however,
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[30, 31, 33, 34, 37] for alternative arguments). On the
other hand, recent studies of the fluctuations in the γ-ray
data have found significant “hotspots” consistent with
a population of sub-threshold point sources, potentially
indicative of a significant pulsar contribution [36, 51].
While significant work remains in assessing the fit of pul-
sar models to the Galactic center data, it is worth inves-
tigating the emission from such a pulsar population at
high γ-ray energies.
In the case of emission from γ-ray pulsars, the GCE
morphology can be broken down into “prompt” and
ICS components, which may have separate morpholo-
gies. Moreover, in the case of γ-ray pulsars, we expect
the ICS emission to be produced at “higher” energies
than the prompt emission — while Fermi-LAT observa-
tions indicate that pulsars produce the majority of their
γ-ray emission at ∼ 2 GeV [70], both models and ob-
servations indicate that the e+e− flux from pulsars may
extend to energies ∼ 1 TeV. Most notably, a hard cosmic-
ray injection spectrum (α ∼ 1.5—1.7, compared to the
typical ) is needed for pulsar populations to fit the ris-
ing positron fraction observed by PAMELA and AMS-
02 [71], although the initial injection spectrum could be
softer if local pulsars dominate the positron flux [72].
While many models of the AMS-02 data have concen-
trated specifically on the e+e− population from young
pulsars, it is not currently known from observations or
theoretical arguments whether young or recycled pulsars
(or some subpopulation of each) would be most likely to
dominate the total e+e− injection rate.
Recent work [31, 73] has suggested that ICS from the
e+e− pairs sourced by young pulsars could indeed pro-
duce a high-energy tail for the GCE. In this paper, we
remain agnostic about whether the GCE is powered pri-
marily by young or recycled pulsars, and in both cases
employ a cosmic-ray lepton injection model matching fits
to the local AMS-02 data [71], and given by:
dN
dE
= E−1.50exp(−E/600 GeV) , (4)
We propagate this injected electron population
through the GALPROP cosmic-ray propagation code [74]
and calculate the resulting ICS spectrum. We choose
standard GALPROP parameters throughout our calcula-
tion. Because the fraction of the pulsar spindown power
that is converted to γ-rays and e+e− pairs is uncertain,
we allow the relative normalizations of the “prompt” and
ICS pulsar spectra to float arbitrarily in order to produce
the best fit to the γ-ray data. For the prompt spectrum
we take the best fit millisecond pulsar model from [75].
The spectrum of this prompt component should be inde-
pendent of the sky location in our analysis. For the ICS
component, the ICS spectrum may shift as a function
of sky position, and thus we choose to evaluate the ICS
spectrum at a location 5◦ above the GC. This matches
the default sky positions chosen throughout the analysis
portion of the paper. We note that changes in the mor-
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FIG. 12: The combined spectrum of a pulsar model that includes
both prompt emission from pulsars (with a spectrum following that
of [75]), along with a ICS spectrum produced by GALPROP utilizing
a cosmic-ray lepton injection model as described in the text. The
normalizations of the prompt and ICS components have been ad-
justed to give the best fit to the data.
phology of the interstellar radiation field (ISRF), Galac-
tic magnetic field and Galactic diffusion parameters can
produce morphological changes in the intensity and spec-
trum of the ICS signal. Future studies of the high-energy
excess could be sensitive to these morphological changes.
In Fig. 12 we show our combined pulsar γ-ray spec-
trum compared to the spectra observed in our default
IG model. We find that the addition of the ICS template
improves the TS of the fit by ∆TS = 90.9. While we note
that the this is still not statistically a good fit to the data
(∆χ2 = 109.1 with 19 d.o.f.), we have not marginalized
this fit over the multitude of reasonable GALPROP models,
and could easily adjust many tunable knobs in order to
significantly improve the fit to the γ-ray data. Finally,
we note that the energetics of this component are rea-
sonable, with similar total emission intensities stemming
from both the prompt and ICS emission. Since the γ-
ray efficiency of pulsars is typically ∼ 1 − 5% [70], this
would correspond to an electron injection efficiency of
∼ 10− 50% with a 10% conversion efficiency of electron
energy into ICS. These numbers are reasonable in regions
of space with very high ISRF energy density and very low
diffusion constants (such as the GC). Thus, we consider
this high-energy flux to be a reasonable, and perhaps ex-
pected, component in pulsar interpretations of the GCE.
Another potential observable consequence of high-
energy ICS from a pulsar population would be a con-
tinuation of “point-source” residuals in the γ-ray data at
high energy. Notably, the electron energy loss time due
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to the ICS of the ISRF is given by:
τICS = 9.8× 1015
(
ρISRF
eV/cm3
)−1(
E
GeV
)−1
s , (5)
assuming a typical ISRF energy density of 40 eV cm−3
near the Galactic Center [76], and assuming a typical
electron energy of 100 GeV (to produce a 50 GeV γ-ray,
using Eγ,f =
4
3γ
2
eEγ,i for 1 eV starlight), we calculate
an average timescale for electron energy losses of 2.45×
1012 s. Assuming a ∼ 0.25◦ angular scale corresponding
to the grid size of the NPTF template, which corresponds
to ≈ 40 pc at the Galactic Center, we note the diffusion
constant must exceed:
Dxx =
`2
6τ
=
(40pc)2
1.47× 1013 s = 1.1× 10
27 cm2 s−1 , (6)
in order for electrons to diffuse out of a pixel in the NPTF
analysis. While this diffusion constant lies approximately
a factor of 100 below the nominal diffusion constant in
the local Galaxy (2 × 1029 cm2 s−1 for a 100 GeV elec-
tron), the diffusion parameters of the Galactic Center
region are highly unknown.17 Furthermore, numerous
effects may decrease the energy-loss time of electrons in
the Galactic Center. For example, if 100 µG magnetic
fields are present in the region of interest, the electron
energy loss time decreases to 3.4× 1011 s, and would de-
crease further to 6.8× 1010 s for 500 GeV electrons that
also contribute to the 50 GeV γ-ray signal. Addition-
ally, even if the typical electron propagates farther than
0.25◦, the over-density in ICS emission centered on can-
didate pulsars may leave a detectable signature on the
high-energy γ-ray sky. Thus, we consider that a solid
NPTF detection of point-source emission at high γ-ray
energies to be a highly specific, but not a necessary fea-
ture of pulsar contributions to the GCE. However note
that if this tail is due to inverse Compton from pulsars,
this would be a unique feature only seen in pulsars close
to the GC where the ISRF is large. For more nearby
pulsars, the lower local values of the ISRF would prevent
such a tail from being observed.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have shown that there is a statis-
tically significant preference for γ-ray emission steeply
peaked toward the GC at energies > 10 GeV with prop-
erties similar to the GCE previously identified atO(GeV)
energies. In the Inner Galaxy the formal significance
of the excess above 10 GeV is TS ∼ 127. Emission
17 However, large changes to the diffusion parameters would also
modify the propagation of protons and therefore may measurably
impact gas-correlated γ-ray emission. We thank Ilias Cholis for
making this point.
correlated with the GCE template is (statistically) sig-
nificantly detected up to ∼ 50 GeV, although above
∼ 30 GeV its morphology is essentially unconstrained.
This component is found with a consistent spectrum in
analyses of both the Galactic Center and Inner Galaxy
and appears quite robust to changes in the diffuse mod-
eling.
We find mild evidence for an elongation of this high-
energy GCE perpendicular to the Galactic plane. When
all data above 9.5 GeV is combined, this high-energy
component appears to be centered on the Galactic Center
to within ∼ 0.15◦, though a statistically significant offset
∆TS = 37) is found for an emission profile offset from
the GC by ∼0.1 degrees. We have demonstrated that for
energies above ∼ 5 GeV the photon statistics, as cap-
tured by the non-Poissonian template fit, indicate mild
evidence in favor of a point-source explanation of the ex-
cess. However when systematic uncertainties are taken
into account we cannot reliably distinguish whether this
component is diffuse or arises from a population of faint
unresolved point sources. With that said, below ∼ 5 GeV
a point-source origin is preferred within the systematic
tests we have performed.
While we have focused on data analysis rather than
interpretation in this work, we note that if the GeV-scale
peak of the excess were due to prompt photon emission
from pulsars in the GC region, a high-energy tail could
potentially be generated by the ICS of electrons produced
by the spindown of those same pulsars. If DM annihila-
tions were responsible for the full excess, the mass of the
DM particle must be sufficiently high to produce γ-rays
at energies up to ∼ 50 GeV – disfavoring very light mod-
els of DM.
The slight evidence for elongation perpendicular to the
Galactic plane also suggests a possible association with
or contamination by the Fermi Bubbles, which may have
presently unmodeled features close to the Galactic Cen-
ter. We have verified that changing the modeling of the
Bubbles does not severely impact our results; however, it
is possible the true spatial distribution of photons from
the Bubbles does not lie anywhere in the space probed
by our models. If a mechanism associated with the Bub-
bles is responsible for the bulk of the high-energy emis-
sion we observe, it would need to yield a signal centered
on and peaked toward the Galactic Center. It is worth
noting that in the context of DM interpretations of the
GCE, a contamination of the high-energy γ-ray emission
by the Fermi Bubbles is well-motivated, as it is difficult
for DM models to produce a γ-ray morphology that is
more elliptical at higher γ-ray energies. Future studies
which theoretically motivate a morphological model for
the Bubbles spectrum near the GC are thus imperative
to resolving this possible degeneracy.
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Appendix A: Stability Under Variations to the
Background Modeling
In this appendix we discuss the dependence of our re-
sults on the choice of diffuse background model and PS
model, as well as other more subtle variations in the
background modeling. As outlined in the main text we
consider seventeen different models outlined in the next
section.
Here and in subsequent appendices, we use variation
in the preferred inner slope value γ – determined over
the full energy range – as an indicator of stability. We
have crossed checked that when the inner slope is stable,
the conclusions of our high-energy analysis are gener-
ically unchanged. The full energy range is chosen to
maximise statistics, thereby emphasising systematic vari-
ations. With this choice, the 1σ statistical uncertainties
on the preferred γ values are ∼ 0.01 or smaller. As this is
much smaller than many of the systematic effects consid-
ered we usually show values without associated statistical
uncertainties.
1. Employing Different Galactic Diffuse Models
a. Inner Galaxy
As mentioned in the main text, we consider 17 differ-
ent diffuse models in this work, which can be naturally
divided into two sets. The main gamma-ray processes de-
scribed by these diffuse background models are pi0 decay,
ICS and bremsstrahlung. In one set of diffuse models we
combine these physical processes together into a single
diffuse template and then let the normalization of this
template float independently in each energy bin, while in
the other set we combine only the pi0 and bremsstrahlung
emission, letting the ICS float independently. We will de-
scribe each of these cases in turn.
The first set includes three official LAT
background models provided by the Fermi
team: gll iem v02 P6 V11 DIFFUSE (p6v11),
gal 2yearp7v6 v0 (p7v6) and the recently released
gll iem v06 (p8v6). Note we did not consider the
Pass 7 Reprocessed model (gll iem v05 rev1), as by
construction it includes any large-scale residuals between
the underlying physical model and the data, making
it inappropriate for studying an extended emission
component like the GCE. This issue also exists for the
p8v6 diffuse model, as discussed in the main text. We
examine the p8v6 diffuse emission model since it is the
only official Pass 8 model available at this time, but
caution that the suppression of the GCE is expected
in this case and our results are unlikely to have a
physical interpretation. The p7v6 diffuse model suffers
from a similar but less acute problem, as it has had
the large scale structures of the Fermi Bubbles added
as a fixed component. We prefer to float the Bubbles
independently in our fits, so we employ the p6v11 model
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as our default for the IG analysis (where the Bubbles
contribute significantly, unlike in the GC ROI), although
in any of the ROIs considered the p8v6 and then p7v6
models gave better quality fits.
In addition to the official Fermi models, we also con-
sider 14 of the GALPROP models used in [9]. The mod-
els we used were referred to in that reference as Model
A, and F-R, a naming scheme we follow here. Models
F-R were taken from [57], where they were given differ-
ent names,18 while Model A was created using GALPROP
v54 [77].19 For these models each of the three diffuse
components can be fit independently. However, given
that both the pion and bremsstrahlung maps trace the
gas, as in [9] we choose to combine these and float them
independently of the ICS component.
Using these background models, and following our de-
fault IG analysis procedure, but holding γ = 1.0 fixed
for the GCE, we can look at the spectrum obtained over
the full and high-energy region, with the result shown
in Fig. 13. In that plot we explicitly show the resulting
GCE spectrum for fits using all the Fermi models, while
for Models A and F-R we show the mean and 68% confi-
dence limits on this spectrum, based on the 16% and 84%
percentiles. The results using our default model, p6v11,
are clearly consistent with expectations from the sam-
ple of GALPROP models. The primary reason the other
Fermi diffuse models differ concerns the other compo-
nents added into these data-driven diffuse models, as
discussed above. An important observation is that the
full and high-energy spectrum is robust against variations
within the space of p6v11 and GALPROP models consid-
ered, including features like the dip between 12−20 GeV
(to be discussed in App. F) and resurgence at high ener-
gies. The only differences are observed at lower energies,
which is likely related to the large PS mask applied for
those energies in the Source-class data, a point we return
to in App. B.
To further quantify the impact of varying the diffuse
model, we also consider how the preferred value of γ
varies between the different models. We show the best
fit values of γ for several models in Table II. We see that
the γ values extracted for p6v11, p7v6 and Model A are
similar, while p8v6 is higher and Model F is lower. Note
that the values for p7v6 and p8v6 should be interpreted
in light of the issues these models have in analyses of
the GCE, given the extra internal components they in-
clude. Furthermore the ∆TS of the GCE component as
a function of γ is relatively flat in p8v6, so the difference
between this high value of γ and values closer to other
models is not particularly significant. As for Model F,
note that whilst in Table II it looks like an outlier, in
18 For example Model F was referred to as SLZ6R20T 100000C5.
See [9] for details concerning each model.
19 We thank Ilias Cholis for providing us with the galdef file for
this model, and Eric Carlson for providing the version used in
the Galactic Center analysis.
the context of all the models considered, it is actually
representative of the values coming from many GALPROP
models. Despite this, the extracted value of γ is generi-
cally stable to a value of about ∆γ ∼ 0.1 and this is small
enough that within this range the qualitative conclusions
of the paper are unchanged.
In Table II, we also compare the variation in γ in a
higher-quality photon dataset (UCV BestPSF), with bet-
ter angular resolution and cosmic-ray rejection, but lower
statistics (we will expand on this comparison in App. B).
In this case the spread in γ between different Galactic
diffuse models is somewhat reduced (especially when we
exclude the p8v6 model, since as discussed above we do
not believe the suppression of the excess in this model
is physical). We believe this behavior can be largely at-
tributed to the larger point-source mask in All Source
data; at low energies this mask can remove a substan-
tial fraction of the ROI, and it preferentially removes re-
gions where the excess is brightest (toward the Galactic
Center), which likely renders γ more sensitive to small
changes in the Galactic diffuse modeling. Most of the
photons in the excess are at relatively low γ-ray energies,
so in a global analysis where the spatial morphology is
assumed to be energy-independent, the best-fit γ will be
largely determined by the low-energy data.
Preferred γ
Model All Source UCV BestPSF
p6v11 1.14 1.08
p7v6 1.16 1.15
p8v6 1.25 1.24
Model A 1.13 1.15
Model F 1.04 1.09
TABLE II: The preferred NFW inner slope value, γ, for the
GCE template in the default IG analysis using 5 different
diffuse models and two different Pass 8 datasets. The 1σ
statistical uncertainties are ∼ 0.01 or less and are omitted.
See text for details.
Finally, we consider in detail the impact on our radial
variation and ellipticity analysis if we replace our default
diffuse model p6v11 with the GALPROP-based Model A
in Fig. 14 and 15. For the radial variation, as seen in
Table II, the globally preferred value is 1.13 – close to our
default value of 1.14, which is only disfavored at ∆TS =
0.5. As in the default analysis, above 10 GeV, the fit
prefers a flatter profile, with a best fit value here of γ =
1.01. The global best fit value is disfavored by ∆TS =
4.6. For the ellipticity, over all energies the preferred axis
ratio is 1.25 – a stretch perpendicular to the plane, as in
our default analysis. The value differs from the preferred
p6v11 value of 1.17 by ∆TS = 11.6. At high energies, the
fit prefers a profile stretched even further, with an axis
ratio of 1.85 – the global value differing by ∆TS = 15.1.
Again this behavior mirrors our default analysis and we
see that whilst the specifics can change, the qualitative
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FIG. 13: Spectrum obtained by a GCE template with γ = 1.0 in our default ROI for the IG, performed for the 17 different diffuse models.
We explicitly show the spectrum extracted for the p6v11, p7v6 and p8v6 models, while we use 14 of the diffuse models taken from [9] to
form the median and the 16% and 84% percentiles as confidence limits. We show the full energy range (left) as well as the high-energy
region (right). See text for details.
features we presented in the main text are unaltered by
the move to Model A.
Note comparing the right of Fig. 14 and the right of
Fig. 8 we see that at low energies the preferred stretch is
quite different, the fits prefer an axis ratio greater than
one and less than one respectively. We emphasize, how-
ever, that the fit at low energies, where the spectrum
drops off, is unlikely to be related to the GCE. Diffuse
mismodeling likely plays a larger role and our results in
this regime likely highlight the difference between these
diffuse models.
b. Galactic Center
We can perform a similar exercise in the GC ROI. Here,
due to the computational complexity of the GC analysis,
we examine only the results from Model A in [9]. Be-
cause Model A does not include an emission component
tracing the Fermi Bubbles (contrary to the default p7v6
diffuse emission model), we add a Bubbles component
identical to the default choice in the IG analysis. We
will investigate alterations to this Bubbles template in
the GC analysis later in this section.
In Fig. 16 we show the resulting change in the value
of γ and the ellipticity in our GC analysis. We note
that our results are significantly affected, compared to an
analysis utilizing the p7v6 diffuse model provided by the
Fermi-LAT collaboration. The effect is most significant
at the lowest energy bins, however, while bins near the
spectral peak tend to prefer values similar to our default
analysis. To illustrate this point, in Fig. 17 we show
the same results plotted as a function of the minimum
analysis energy, rather than individually in each energy
bin. In this case, we see that the global fit to the data is
dominated by the fit near the peak of the GCE emission
(1− 3 GeV).
The strong divergence from both γ ≈ 1.1 and spherical
symmetry at energies below 1 GeV is intriguing, though
its interpretation is unclear. Notably, Model A was not
designed to fit the γ-ray data in regions along the Galac-
tic plane, a region which was masked during the fitting
of Model A to the γ-ray data by [9]. Thus, it is possi-
ble that the low-energy behavior of this data represents
a strong oversubtraction of the Galactic plane. A similar
feature was found recently in the analysis of GALPROP-
based diffuse emission models of the GC data [43], where
the residual was solved through the introduction of strong
Galactic advection.
2. Adding an Independent ICS template to the
Default Diffuse Model
In [9] it was pointed out that the p6v11 diffuse model
contains a very hard ICS component, which is likely to
markedly overestimate the ICS emission at high energies.
Given that this is our default diffuse model, in this section
we confirm that our results are unchanged if we attempt
to alleviate this problem by adding a freely-floating ICS
template to absorb the overestimation.
While the ICS contribution to the p6v11 Galactic dif-
fuse model is not provided independently, as a proxy we
can use the spatial ICS templates derived from the 14
GALPROP models discussed above. For example in Fig. 18
we show our default IG fit on the left, and then on the
right an identical fit except for the addition of the ICS
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FIG. 14: The bin-by-bin preferred NFW inner slope γ (left) and axis ratio (right), repeating the default IG analysis using the GALPROP-
based Model A, rather than p6v11. For the inner slope, the globally preferred value of 1.13 is close to our default value of 1.14. Further
we see that at high energies the fit again prefers a flatter profile. In terms of the axis ratio, as for our default analysis we see a general
preference for a stretch perpendicular to the plane, with a greater stretch being preferred in the high-energy regime.
FIG. 15: As for Fig. 14 but showing results cumulative in energy.
model associated with Model F. We tested the ICS com-
ponents from all 14 models, and the results were all sim-
ilar to the figure shown. In all cases the ICS template
was negative across the whole energy range; the spec-
trum of the diffuse model flattens out at higher ener-
gies; and the isotropic template is now generally positive.
The quantitative details of the extracted GCE spectrum
change somewhat – in particular, the amplitude of the
high-energy tail is larger – but its basic features are un-
affected, increasing our confidence that our results are
not strongly dependent on the (likely mismodeled) hard
ICS component in the p6v11 model.
3. Changing the Template used to Model the Fermi
Bubbles
The template describing the Fermi Bubbles [54] is
somewhat ad hoc, as the physical origin of the Bubbles
is not yet well understood. In particular, at low latitudes
the spectrum and morphology of the Bubbles are uncer-
tain, and several different templates have been employed
in the literature.
As a cross-check of our results, we test the impact in
the IG analysis of replacing our default Bubbles tem-
plate with each of two alternative templates, one derived
by the Fermi Collaboration [78], and the other one based
on modeling by Su [79]. We label these the “Fermi paper
Bubbles” and “Alternate Bubbles” respectively. We also
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FIG. 16: Preferred value for γ and the axis ratio for a GC analysis that utilizes the diffuse emission Model A [9] as opposed to the
Fermi-LAT based p7v6 diffuse emission model. In this case we also add a model for the Fermi Bubbles taken from [54]. We find features
that are generically consistent with our default model near the spectral peak of the GCE (≈ 1−3 GeV), but which prefer a steeply peaked
profile stretched perpendicular to the Galactic plane at low γ-ray energies. This may be due to a clear oversubtraction of the plane by
Model A near the GC, which was not intended to fit the γ-ray data very close to the Galactic plane.
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FIG. 17: Same as Fig. 16 plotted as a function of the minimum analysis energy, rather than individually in each energy bin. In this case,
we see that the global results are dominated by the emission near the peak of the GCE intensity (∼ 1− 3 GeV). We then find results that
are globally qualitatively similar to those of our default analysis, prefering γ = 1.13 and an axis ratio of 1.32.
test the impact on the GCE spectrum if the Bubbles tem-
plate is omitted completely. All templates correspond to
constant emission per sr within the Bubbles; the default
template and the two alternatives are shown in Fig. 19.
The results of the corresponding fits are shown in Fig. 20.
We see that the impact of changing this template is
modest in the IG, and our default template gives results
lying between those obtained with the Fermi Collabora-
tion template and the “Alternate Bubbles”. The Fermi
Collaboration template has very little support in our
ROI, and so is almost indistinguishable from including
no template for the Bubbles at all; this slightly increases
the flux associated with the GCE, with the impact being
largest at sub-GeV energies. The “Alternate Bubbles”
template has more support close to the GC, and so in-
cluding it slightly reduces the flux associated with the
GCE. However, the general features of the high-energy
spectrum are similar in all cases. We have also tested
the variation in the preferred GCE axis ratio as we vary
the Bubbles templates in the IG and find results consis-
tent with those shown in the main text.
The difference between the Fermi Bubbles templates
shown in Fig. 19 is especially pronounced near the GC,
where the default Bubbles template is set to identically 0,
while the Alternative Bubbles template has an equivalent
surface brightness to the entirety of the Bubbles region.
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FIG. 18: Spectrum for our default IG analysis (left) and an identical analysis with an extra template in the form of the Model F ICS
contribution (right). This addition is motivated by the observation in [9] that the p6v11 diffuse model gets the ICS modeling wrong at
high energies. Given the large coefficient obtained by the ICS template this appears to be true, but this issue appears to leave the basic
features of the GCE unchanged. In both figures the coefficients of the diffuse components are rescaled to facilitate the comparison between
templates. See text for details.
FIG. 19: Spatial morphology of our default template for the Fermi Bubbles and two alternatives, within our region of interest for the
IG analysis. The cream region corresponds to the interior of the Bubbles, and the blue region to the exterior. The templates are taken
from [54] (“Default Bubbles”), [79] (“Alternate Bubbles”), and [78] (“Fermi paper Bubbles”).
In Fig. 21 we show the resulting fits to the morphology
and ellipticity of the GCE in the GC ROI when utiliz-
ing the Alternative Bubbles template. We find almost
no difference in the fits of the GCE components, demon-
strating that this version of the Bubbles template also
provides only a marginal flux to the current γ-ray data
in the GC ROI. Additionally, we find that the extracted
spectrum of the GCE component varies by < 1% when
using the “Alternative Bubbles” template. We note two
possible explanations for the minimal contribution of the
Bubbles in the GC analysis. First, the Bubbles may not
provide any γ-ray emission near the GC, as might be
the case if the Bubbles are powered by old leptonic jets
that are no longer active. Second, the morphology of the
Bubbles template may vary considerably from the “equal
surface brightness” model that fits the high-latitude data.
This second option seems reasonable given that the Fermi
Bubbles appear to be generated near the GC, where they
may assume a more complex morphology.
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FIG. 20: The spectrum of the GCE template in the default case
(green points), when the Fermi Bubbles template is omitted en-
tirely (red points), and when the default Fermi Bubbles template is
replaced by an alternative prescription (dark and light blue points).
4. Varying the Smoothing Procedure for the
Diffuse Model
As outlined in the main text, in order to smooth our
templates to the data we use the Fermi Science Tools
for the Galactic diffuse model, whilst we employ much
simpler Gaussian smoothing for the remaining templates.
The motivation here is that as the diffuse model is signif-
icantly brighter than the other contributions in our ROI,
even if smoothing it incorrectly only introduces errors at
the percent level, this could still noticeably impact our
results. On the other hand, we found that our GCE re-
sults are essentially unchanged even if we do not smooth
the GCE template at all. The only caveat is that for
large values of γ, where the GCE template becomes more
sharply peaked, there can be a slight impact.
Although smoothing the diffuse model through the
Fermi Science Tools is the correct procedure, we can com-
pare how much our results would change if we instead
used Gaussian smoothing. The results are shown in Ta-
ble III; note this check was done early on, so these results
were determined using the Pass 7 Reprocessed dataset,
which we will discuss in detail in App. B. We see that
uniformly moving to Gaussian smoothing increases the
preferred γ for the GCE template. Nonetheless in all
cases ∆γ < 0.1 and so the impact does not appear signif-
icant. Finally note that moving to Gaussian smoothing
did not change the relative quality of fit (in the IG ROI)
of the various background models discussed above.
Diffuse Model Fermi Smoothing Gaussian Smoothing
p6v11 1.12 1.16
p7v6 1.16 1.18
Model F 1.01 1.10
TABLE III: Variation in the preferred value of γ over the
full energy range in our default ROI when we use Gaussian
smoothing instead of smoothing with the Fermi Science Tools,
considered for three different diffuse models. This cross check
was performed using Pass 7 data. The 1σ statistical uncer-
tainties are ∼ 0.01 or less and are omitted.
5. Changing the Point-Source Model
In the GC analysis we are unable to mask out even the
brightest PSs without significantly affecting our signal
region. Thus, we model all PSs, making our results pos-
sibly sensitive to the employed PS model. In our default
analysis we utilize the 3FGL catalog, which corresponds
to an update from previous analyses (e.g. [8]) which uti-
lized the 2FGL catalog. Here we recalculate our results
utilizing the 2FGL catalog to provide an easier compar-
ison to those works. As shown recently in [43], the PS
degrees of freedom are generally not degenerate with the
smooth emission profile of the GCE. However, degenera-
cies may exist within the inner ∼ 1◦ of the GC, where
the GCE template is extremely peaked, and potentially
degenerate with several PSs located within the region.
Within this small region, the 2FGL and 3FGL templates
differ considerably. The 2FGL template includes 4 PSs
within 1◦ of Sgr A*, only one of which lies within 0.1◦.
The 3FGL includes 7 PSs within 1◦ of Sgr A*, two of
which lie within 0.1◦ of the GC.
In Fig. 22 we show the best fitting value of γ and the
ellipticity for a model that utilizes the 2FGL PS cata-
log. We note one interesting change: the preferred value
of γ increases significantly when the 2FGL PS catalog
is used, preferring a best fit value of γ = 1.14 over the
full energy range of the analysis. This is in significantly
better agreement with the best results for the GC anal-
ysis performed in [8], which preferred a value γ = 1.17.
Secondly, we note that, compared to our default analysis,
models utilizing the 2FGL template continue to prefer γ-
ray emission from the GCE template in the energy range
of 18.9 − 30.0 GeV. We note that the fits in this energy
range additionally prefer relatively large values of γ, com-
pared to our default analysis, indicating that the residual
emission here may be degenerate with PSs that exist in
the 3FGL catalog, but not in 2FGL.
Given the preference for a more steeply sloped γ-ray
emission profile, we assume a value γ = 1.20 to perform
the ellipticity analysis, compared to the value γ = 1.00
adopted for our default results. We find only mild differ-
ences between our results utilizing the 2FGL and 3FGL
PS templates. We note that the high-energy emission is
more consistent with sphericity than found in the 3FGL
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FIG. 21: Same as Fig. 16 for a model where the default Bubbles template is replaced by the Alternative Bubbles template shown in
Fig. 19. We find almost no difference between these models in terms of the parameters of the GCE fit, indicating that the Bubbles template
and the GCE template are not in any way degenerate, and that the Bubbles only contribute marginally to the γ-ray data within the GC
ROI. The best fit γ in this case is γ = 1.12, and the best fitting axis ratio is 1.44.
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FIG. 22: Preferred value for γ and the axis ratio for a GC analysis that utilizes the 2FGL PS catalog, instead of the 3FGL catalog used
in our default analysis. This provides an easier comparison to previous works, such as [8]. We note that, unlike our default analysis, which
utilized γ = 1.00 for the ellipticity analysis, owing to the more peaked profile preferred in the 2FGL analysis, we calculate the ellipticity
assuming a value γ = 1.20. The globally best fitting value of γ for our 2FGL analysis is γ = 1.14.
case; while there is still a marginal preference for elliptic-
ity perpendicular to the Galactic plane, its significance is
reduced. Since, as argued above, PSs are only likely to
be degenerate with the GCE template very close to the
GC, this result may be related to a strong preference for
spherically symmetric and extended emission very close
to the GC, that can not be absorbed by the 2FGL cata-
log.
Appendix B: Impact of Varying the Data Selection
1. Move from Pass 7 to Pass 8 data
During the course of this project the Fermi Pass 8
dataset was released, and so we updated our analy-
sis framework to make use of the improvements Pass 8
brings. As part of this process we completed a number
of sanity checks on the variation of the GCE between
Pass 7 (Reprocessed) and Pass 8; we reproduce some of
these results in this appendix, showing only results for the
IG analysis. As will be seen, whilst there can be small
changes in the specifics, our qualitative conclusions are
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largely unchanged by the move to the updated dataset.
Given this general consistency, several cross checks dis-
cussed in the appendices are only performed in either
Pass 7 or 8 (simply determined by when they were done),
but they will be noted as such where appropriate. Un-
less otherwise stated results throughout this work were
produced using Pass 8 data.
In Sec. II we outlined the details of the Pass 8 dataset
used throughout. The equivalent details for the Pass 7
(V15) Reprocessed dataset are as follows. We used data
collected between August 4, 2008 and March 8, 2015,
and applied the recommended selection criteria for that
dataset: zenith angle < 100◦, instrumental rocking angle
< 52◦, DATA QUAL = 1, LAT CONFIG=1. Although this
is a slightly shorter time period than used for the Pass
8 data, note that it also included data taken during the
period where the Fermi satellite adjusted its search to
enhance exposure of the GC.
The division of the data into event classes is also some-
what different in Pass 7. There is no UCV class; the
highest-quality event class is “Ultraclean” (UC). While
events are separated into front-converting and back-
converting as in Pass 8, there is no additional separation
into quartiles as in Pass 8. However, a photon sample
similar to the top PSF quartile in Pass 8 can be ob-
tained by selecting front-converting photons with high
values of the CTBCORE parameter, corresponding to
good directional reconstruction [80]. Following [8], we
denote the top 50% of photons ranked by CTBCORE as
Q2 (top two quartiles), and the whole dataset as Q4 (all
four quartiles). The Q2 front-converting sample (Q2F) is
approximately the top 25% of the overall sample sorted
by PSF, so can be broadly compared to Pass 8 BestPSF
data.
a. Consistency of Results for the Full GCE
The first thing to note is that in both Pass 7 and Pass
8 data, the GCE is preferred in the data with a large TS.
For example, the statistical preference for the GCE as a
whole claimed in [8] was TS ∼ 1100. This analysis used
Q2F Pass 7 Reprocessed data collected up to December
2013, in a slightly larger ROI than the one we use in our
default IG analysis (40◦×40◦ rather than 30◦×30◦), and
employed the p6v11 Galactic diffuse model. Repeating
the same analysis with Pass 8 UCV BestPSF data, we
find a TS of 1175 in the 40◦ × 40◦ ROI, and 1542 in our
smaller 30◦ × 30◦ ROI.
We can also perform a direct comparison between our
default IG analysis using All Source Pass 8 data and the
same analysis using the All Source Pass 7 dataset de-
scribed above. In the Pass 8 data, we find a TS of 2859
for the GCE, whereas in Pass 7 data we find a TS of 2706.
If we employ the p7v6 Galactic diffuse model rather than
p6v11, the normalization and significance of the excess
falls markedly in both cases (as noted above, we suspect
this is due to the inclusion of spatially and spectrally
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FIG. 23: The spectrum extracted in the IG analysis by a γ = 1.1
GCE template for four different datasets: Pass 7 All Source (P7
Source), Pass 8 All Source (P8 Source), Pass 7 Ultraclean Q2 Front-
Converting (P7 UC Q2F), and Pass 8 UCV BestPSF (P8 UCV
BestPSF). All other options are set to the IG defaults. We see
the difference between Pass 7 and 8 is far less important than the
differences between varying event selections within Pass 7/8.
fixed templates for extended diffuse excesses in the p7v6
model), to a TS of 1205 for Pass 8 and 1197 for Pass 7.
Thus in terms of raw significance, the GCE seems very
similar in the Pass 7 and Pass 8 datasets, independent of
the event selection.
Another basic check is how much the extracted spec-
trum for the GCE varies as we shift between different
Fermi data reconstructions. In Fig. 23 we show the spec-
trum extracted by a γ = 1.1 GCE template for four dif-
ferent datasets: Pass 7 All Source, Pass 8 All Source,
Pass 7 Ultraclean Q2F (as used in [8]), and Pass 8 UCV
BestPSF. We see that very little changes between Pass
7 and Pass 8 – there is a much more pronounced varia-
tion between different choices of event quality class and
angular resolution quartile(s). This difference is most
appreciable at low energies, and can in fact be traced to
the difference in size between the PS mask in the various
datasets (which has its origin in the different PSFs), as
we will explore App. C.
Finally we can test the stability of the spatial morphol-
ogy between datasets, by seeing how much the preferred
γ value varies, for the same four datasets we just men-
tioned. In Fig. 24 we show the mean and one standard
deviation on the extracted preferred γ value for 16 (17)
diffuse models for Pass 7 (Pass 8), where the models used
are described in App. A; note we do not include the p8v6
model for an analysis of Pass 7 data. The figure makes it
clear that the spatial morphology is consistent between
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FIG. 24: Plotted are the mean and one standard deviation on the
best fit γ value for the GCE template determined using 16 (17)
diffuse models for Pass 7 (Pass 8) data. This is done using our
default IG analysis for the same four datasets described in Fig. 23,
where UCV4 is shorthand for UCV BestPSF.
the datasets, although there can clearly be differences in
the finer details.
b. Consistency of High-Energy Results
We can already see in Fig. 23 that the extracted high-
energy spectrum is roughly independent of the dataset
and event selection. In Table IV we show the TS for
a GCE template on a bin-by-bin basis for Pass 7 and
Pass 8. Note this calculation uses the default energy
binning laid out in the main text, which combines several
of the logarithmic spaced bins together; further details
can be found in App. G. From the table we see that
whilst generally the move to Pass 8 increases the TS, it
is not always clear cut with the TS decreasing in the first
bin. In both Pass 7 and Pass 8 there is a dip in the
spectrum at energies ∼ 12 − 20 GeV; we scrutinize this
apparent feature in more depth in App. F.
TS for GCE
DataSet Bin 1 Bin 2 Bin 3 Bin 4
Pass 7 59.2 18.4 27.8 3.8
Pass 8 51.3 27.6 37.5 10.4
TABLE IV: TS for a GCE template for our four high-energy
bins (using the default binning described in the main text)
for Pass 7 and 8 data using our default IG analysis.
We can also examine the consistency of our results for
the radial variation and sphericity, shown in Sec. III, be-
tween Pass 7 and Pass 8. For the radial variation, the
preferred γ at high energies is somewhat less consistent
with the low-energy value in Pass 7 (compared to our
main Pass 8 results); a stretch perpendicular to the plane,
however, is more restricted in Pass 7 than in Pass 8. In
both cases any extension along the Galactic plane is dis-
favored at high energies.
Overall, however, the qualitative conclusions reached
in the main text are essentially unchanged by reverting
to the older Pass 7 Fermi data set.
2. Dependence of the Full GCE on Event Quality
Cuts
We have already presented a number of results for two
extreme cases of the data selection: All Source data (all
source-converting events, with no further cut on quality)
and UCV BestPSF (for Pass 8) or Ultraclean Q2F events
(for Pass 7). To study the impact of the data selection
in more detail, we study the preferred slope of the NFW
profile for several intermediate cases. Since we are in-
terested in systematics here we use data at all energies
to reduce statistical uncertainties. In this section we use
Pass 7 data, since in the previous subsection we have
shown that the results are very consistent between Pass
7 and Pass 8, and it facilitates comparison to previous
work. Our results are shown in Table V for three differ-
ent ROIs and two different Galactic diffuse models: we
consider both our default ROI and the two ROIs consid-
ered in [8], for ease of comparison.
Diffuse Model S FB C FB UC FB UC Q2F
|l| < 15◦ and 1◦ < |b| < 15◦
p6v11 1.12 1.12 1.12 1.07
p7v6 1.16 1.16 1.16 1.07
|l| < 20◦ and 1◦ < |b| < 20◦
p6v11 1.21 1.21 1.21 1.19
p7v6 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.19
Full Sky except |b| < 1◦
p6v11 1.14 1.17 1.17 1.22
p7v6 1.12 1.19 1.19 1.22
TABLE V: Impact on the preferred value of γ in the IG anal-
ysis over the full energy range of changing our data selection
criteria for three different ROIs and two diffuse models. The
four different datasets are: 1. all Source class front- and back-
converting photons (S FB); 2. all Clean front and back events
(C FB); 3. all Ultraclean front and back events (UC FB); and
4. Ultraclean front Q2 events (UC Q2F). All these results are
for Pass 7 data. The 1σ statistical uncertainties are ∼ 0.01
or less and are omitted.
In smaller ROIs such as the one we consider, the dis-
tinction between Source, Clean and Ultraclean data is
minimal, motivating the choice of Source class in order
to maximize statistics. There is a more noticeable dif-
ference when moving from all UC data to UC Q2F data,
and consistency between the p6v11 and p7v6 Galactic
diffuse models is improved in this case; however, this
corresponds to a roughly four-fold reduction in statistics,
making study of the high-energy regime difficult.
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We also checked the case of Source front-converting
photons, to determine whether simply removing the
back-converting events was enough to yield a change in
γ. The impact was very minimal, for both the p6v11
(∆γ = 0.02) and p7v6 (no change) Galactic diffuse mod-
els.
We can now compare our results directly to those of
Daylan et al [8]; that analysis found a preferred value
of γ = 1.18 for their GCE template fit over the full en-
ergy range, using a 40◦ × 40◦ ROI, and UC Q2F Pass
7 data. This is very consistent with our results for UC
Q2F data (best-fit γ = 1.19). In our Pass 7 All Source
analysis in our default ROI we find a best-fit γ = 1.12,
compared to γ = 1.14 for our default Pass 8 analysis
(over the full energy range). Thus to the extent that
there is any small discrepancy between our results and
those presented previously in [8], it appears to be fully
explained by the different data selection and ROI.
The comparison with [9] is less straightforward. This is
because their analysis employs a fundamentally different
technique for determining the best inner slope. Whilst
our approach is to repeat our template analysis using
GCE models with various values of γ and compare the
quality of fit, the authors of that reference broke their
ROI into ten different regions and used the weighting of
the GCE template in the various regions to determine
the slope. When we repeat our analysis in their ROI
(|l| < 20◦ and 2◦ < |b| < 20◦), data selection (Clean All
photons) and background model (Model F), we find a
preferred γ of 1.05, significantly lower than their quoted
best-fit value of 1.28. We suspect this difference is mainly
the result of the different method employed to determine
γ.
3. Dependence of GCE Center on Point-Spread
Function Cuts
In Fig. 11, we showed the best-fit location for the center
of the NFW profile in our Galactic Center analysis. We
did not repeat this exercise in the Inner Galaxy analysis,
as it masks the region |b| < 2◦, and is thus insensitive to
the exact center of the NFW profile. However, the fact
that the NFW profile center is most sensitive to the γ-ray
emission closest to the position of Sgr A* is potentially
worrying for the GC analysis as well, since this region
may be highly affected by systematic issues.
In [8], the center of the GCE emission profile was found
to lie within ≈ 0.05◦ of Sgr A*, with a best fit location
that fell 0.025◦ from Sgr A* and was preferred by a factor
of ∆TS ∼ 9 to a profile coincident with the dynamical
center of the Milky Way. However, in Fig. 11 we found
that a center located 0.1◦ from Sgr A* was preferred by
a factor ∆TS ∼ 37 over a location coincident with the
dynamical center of the Milky Way. We note that the
statistical change between the two datasets is not unex-
pected (in the case that the offset is real), as the GC
analysis in this paper uses a dataset that is more than a
factor of 5 larger than that employed in [8] (due to the
fact that this analysis uses front and back events, places
no cuts on CTBCORE, and utilizes an additional year of
data.). Even though the additional events have less sta-
tistical strength than the best-event classes used in [8],
they should still moderately contribute to the location of
the GCE center.
We note three important changes relative to the anal-
ysis of [8] that may also contribute to the movement of
the GCE template center farther from Sgr A*. First, we
have updated our study to utilize the 3FGL, rather than
2FGL, point source catalog. While the 2FGL catalog had
1 point source within 0.1◦ of Sgr A*, and 4 point sources
within 1◦ of Sgr A*, the 3FGL catalog has 2 and 7 point
sources, respectively. All of these point sources are la-
beled with the ‘c’ tag in each catalog, indicating that
their attributes (and sometimes their very existence) de-
pends sensitively on the diffuse background model of the
GC region. If these sources are spurious, they may affect
the centering of the GCE template. While these point
sources are allowed to have 0 flux in our fit, and thus can
be eliminated by the GCE template, they add degrees of
freedom into particular sky locations, which might affect
the best fitting location of the GCE residual. Second, in
the current paper, we have allowed the normalization of
each point source to float independently in each energy
bin, rather than fixing the point sources to a single spec-
tral template — this significantly increases the capability
of point sources to soak up excesses at given positions
in our ROI, potentially affecting the morphology of the
floating GCE component.
Finally, we note that in this analysis we have used
all P8R2 Source events, including those that were ob-
served only in the “back” of the Fermi-LAT instrument.
This procedure is well-motivated for our main scientific
inquiry, the nature of the GCE γ-ray emission at high
energies. However, this dataset is not optimal for care-
ful evaluations of the GCE center at low energies, since
it includes a large number of photons with poor angu-
lar reconstructions. While this would be immaterial in
the case that systematic errors in the astrophysical γ-ray
foregrounds were well constrained, this is not true near
the GC. In particular, in Fig. 5, we note a large region of
over-subtraction centered at a latitude 1◦ from the GC,
exactly opposite the location of the best-fit GCE center.
This over-subtraction region is within the 68% contain-
ment radius of the majority of back-converting events at
energies near our spectral peak of ∼ 1 GeV.
In Fig. 25 we show an analysis where we have utilized
only the top quartile P8R2 Source class photons with
the best angular reconstruction (PSF3). We find that in
this case, the profile becomes somewhat more centered,
preferring a position only 0.05◦ from the GC, with a sig-
nificance that has dropped to ∆TS = 18. This is not
only due to the smaller photon statistics, as the PSF3
events provide nearly 2/3 of the total statistical signifi-
cance in our fit to the data. We do note a deviation in
this model in the very high energy range (> 9.5 GeV),
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where an offset of nearly 0.2◦ is preferred compared to
emission from the GC. However, this statistical prefer-
ence is at ∆TS ∼ 4, and it is unclear whether this is due
to a statistical fluctuation, or perhaps the presence of an
unmodeled point source at high energies.
Appendix C: Impact of Changing The Masked
Regions
1. Changing the Region of Interest
In this section we explore the impact of varying the
ROI on the IG analysis. It was noted by the authors
of [8] that the spectrum of the GCE, particularly along
the plane, was sensitive to the choice of ROI. That work
hypothesized that the effect was due to the outer Galaxy
preferring a higher normalization for the Galactic diffuse
model, causing the inner Galaxy to suffer from system-
atic oversubtraction, especially along the Galactic plane.
(A recent study of the Fermi Bubbles using similar back-
ground models found that the spectrum of the Bubbles
in the |b| = 10 − 20◦ latitude range was also sensitive
to the choice of ROI [81].) For this study we consider
four ROIs: 1. our default ROI, referred to as “30”; 2.
our default ROI but reducing the mask of the plane to
|b| < 0.3◦, referred to as “0.3”; 3. the smaller of the two
ROI considered in [8] of |l| < 20◦ and 1◦ < |b| < 20◦,
referred to as “40”; and 4. the Full Sky masking |b| < 1◦,
referred to as “FS”.
As a first test, we examine the overall significance of
the GCE as a function of the choice of ROI, using Pass 8
data and three different diffuse models; we show results
for All Source data in Table VI, and for UCV BestPSF
data in Table VII. The TS is generally broadly compara-
ble between the different ROIs, and there is no consistent
trend in which ROI has a larger significance for the ex-
cess.
TS for GCE
Model 30 40 FS
p6v11 2858.9 2289.7 3333.6
p7v6 1204.7 720.9 982.9
p8v6 266.0 239.9 798.6
TABLE VI: TS for the GCE template in the IG analysis using
All Source data, which includes models for the Galactic diffuse
emission (either p6v11, p7v6 or p8v6), isotropic emission and
the Fermi Bubbles. See text for details.
More striking differences are apparent when we exam-
ine the preferred value of the NFW slope γ. Results are
shown for three background models in Table VIII, using
Pass 7 data.
The results of Table VIII make it clear that the choice
of ROI has far more impact on the inferred radial vari-
ation than the choice of dataset or event quality cuts
TS for GCE
Model 30 40 FS
p6v11 1541.8 1175.4 1268.5
p7v6 779.4 477.6 439.5
p8v6 521.7 405.8 560.4
TABLE VII: Same as Table VI, but using UCV BestPSF data.
Diffuse Model 30 0.3 40 FS
p6v11 1.12 1.11 1.21 1.14
p7v6 1.16 1.12 1.25 1.12
Model F 1.01 0.87 1.05  1
TABLE VIII: The best fit value of γ as we change the ROI of
the IG analysis for three diffuse models. Note Model F is a
poor description of the Full Sky and so when a GCE template
is added it wants to be as flat as possible to fix modeling issues
over a wide area, which drives the preferred γ to very small
values. All these results are for Pass 7 data. The 1σ statistical
uncertainties are ∼ 0.01 or less and are omitted. See text for
details.
(App. B). Note that changing the mask of the plane from
1◦ to 0.3◦ does not have a strong impact for p6v11 or
p7v11, but has a large impact for Model F.
Model F was found to provide a better fit to the
data than the p6v11 model in [9], but only within their
40◦ × 40◦ ROI (with the plane masked at |b| = 2◦). It
appears to perform poorly generally very close to the
Galactic plane, which may explain the preference for a
very flat “excess” (to absorb unmodeled emission over a
broad area) in the case where the plane mask is reduced
to 0.3◦. This preference for a flat GCE template per-
sists across a wide energy range, suggesting the problems
with Model F near the plane are not isolated to just a
few energy bins. As such it is not surprising that Model
F also performs poorly in our GC analysis, which is why
we have chosen to use Model A instead in that region.
To understand in greater depth the dependence of
the GCE morphology on the ROI, and its relevance for
our current dataset (Pass 8 All Source Data), we fol-
low the analysis of [8] and divide the GCE template into
halves, with one half covering the north and south re-
gions (|b| > |l|) and the other the east and west regions
(|l| > |b|). Comparing the spectrum of these templates
to the full GCE template provides a rough metric for
sphericity; a perfectly spherical template in isolation of
any background would give an identical spectrum for all
three. For this analysis we set γ = 1.2 in all cases, al-
though the best-fit γ will vary somewhat between ROIs.
We show results with the p6v11 and p7v6 Galactic dif-
fuse models; we do not consider the GALPROP-based mod-
els here as they tend to systematically underperform the
p6v11 model over the whole sky. We do not show results
for the p8v6 model, given its unsuitability for analysis
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FIG. 25: Same as Fig. 11 for an analysis of the Galactic Center ROI that uses only the 25% of P8R2 Source class events with the best
angular reconstruction (PSF3). Compared to an analysis utilizing the full dataset, the low-energy analysis prefers a center that is closer to
Sgr A*, though we still do note a statistically significant offset. The three white dots denote the positions of nearby 3FGL point sources
(from left to right 3FGL J1746.3-2851c, 3FGL J1745.6-2859c, 3FGL J1745.3-2903c).
of extended sources; however we have confirmed that re-
sults obtained using it are also strongly ROI dependent
(and qualitatively similar to p7v6).
In Fig. 26 we show the result of this analysis for pro-
gressively larger sky regions: 30 × 30, 40 × 40, 80 × 80
and then the full sky, in all cases masking the plane at 1◦.
Given the large PS mask needed for All Source data, it is
difficult to make the ROI smaller than 30× 30, as much
of the region will be masked. (An alternative approach
would be to remove the PS mask and carefully model
PSs, as we do in our GC analysis; however, this becomes
more difficult as the size of the ROI and the number of
PSs is increased.)
As in [8] we find that in the smallest ROI there is rel-
atively good agreement between the three spectra above
about 1 GeV, whereas for larger regions the disagreement
is more pronounced. Unlike [8], even in our smallest ROI
we find noticeable disagreement at the lowest energies.
This is likely the result of our use of lower quality pho-
tons with a larger PSF (since we use All Source data as
opposed to Ultraclean Q2F). As the Fermi PSF increases
with decreasing energy, at lower energies the GCE tem-
plate will inevitably begin to absorb emission associated
with the Galactic disk, which is very non-spherical.
Our conclusions are similar for the two Galactic dif-
fuse models. Very similar behavior is also seen when we
revert to Pass 7 data, make modest changes to our mask
of the plane, or use UCV BestPSF data instead of All
Source data (although in that case the discrepancies are
somewhat less acute); this appears to be a fairly stable
feature of the models we have tested.
One interesting difference between the two Galactic
diffuse models occurs in the Full Sky region where we
see the East/West contribution becomes very large at
low energies when the p7v6 model is used. This tends
to suggest that whilst the p6v11 data has a tendency to
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oversubtract the plane when fit over large ROIs, the p7v6
model appears to be undersubtracting the data.
Thus we see that especially when morphology is at
issue, the choice of ROI can potentially have a larger
impact on the properties and spectrum extracted for the
GCE than any of the other systematics discussed already,
at least for the IG analysis. Our relatively small ROI
should help mitigate the severity of the problem. Note
that whilst we have focused on the entire excess in this
section, this issue is particularly acute for the high-energy
analysis. For example the top right panel of Fig. 26 high-
lights that were we to perform our analysis in the full sky
ROI, we would conclude that there is no emission at high
energies.
2. Changing the Point-Source Mask
As discussed previously, Fig. 23 demonstrates that the
spectrum extracted for the GCE can vary somewhat de-
pending on the dataset used, especially at low energies.
In this section we point out that this difference is most
likely due to the different size of the PS masks used for
the two datasets. Recall by default we mask the 300
brightest sources in the 3FGL catalogue, with a mask ra-
dius determined by the 95% containment radius of the
PSF at that energy. As the PSF varies with dataset, so
does the size of our mask, and it will be much larger for
the All Source data than for UCV BestPSF.
In order to check this, in Fig. 27 we show how the ex-
tracted spectrum in the IG analysis changes as we vary
this masking procedure for two additional cases. In green
we show our default masking procedure, whilst in blue
(red) we use a fixed mask radius set to the 95% contain-
ment radius for the highest (lowest) energy considered.
Thus the blue points represent a much smaller PS mask
than the red points.
In the case of UCV BestPSF, there is very little dif-
ference in the extracted spectrum between these cases.
This is in line with a similar cross check performed in [8],
which used Pass 7 Ultraclean Q2F events and thus also
photons with high quality angular reconstruction.
However, in the case of All Source data the difference
is dramatic, particularly in the case where we use the
largest mask. The larger error bars on the spectrum in
this case are due to the PS mask removing a large part of
the ROI. The results with the minimal PS mask are simi-
lar to those for our default analysis except at low energies;
perhaps more interestingly, they are also much closer to
the results with UCV BestPSF data. This suggests that
much of the apparent difference between the All Source
and UCV BestPSF results at low energies may be due
less to the photon quality and more to the different PS
masks.
However, since our analysis focuses primarily on high
energies, the PS mask appears to be small enough that
the results are converged within reasonable choices for
the mask.
Appendix D: Comparison of Results in the Galactic
Center and Inner Galaxy
Another worthwhile test of the consistency of the GCE
in different analyses concerns the best-fit normalization
of the GCE component in the GC and IG ROIs. Since
the normalizations of the GCE are allowed to float in-
dependently in each analysis, it is conceivable that the
GCE excess could float to very different normalizations,
suggesting a breakdown of our simple power-law/NFW-
like model for the radial variation. In Fig. 1 we compared
the spectrum and normalization of our best fitting mod-
els at a position 5◦ from the GC, and found that the GC
analysis prefers a normalization that is approximately
30% smaller than the IG analysis. Additionally, the two
analyses prefer slightly different inner profile slopes of
γ = 1.05 (γ = 1.14) for the GC (IG) analysis.
On the left of Fig. 28 we show the resulting spec-
trum and normalization of the GCE component when
the NFW inner profile slope is fixed to be the same value
(γ = 1.14) in each analysis. We note two immediate
conclusions. First, we find that the spectral features of
the GCE as obtained from the GC analysis are almost
entirely unchanged by the new value of γ, including the
bin-to-bin variation in the spectral features. However,
the total intensity of the GCE (normalized to the emis-
sion intensity at 5◦ from the GC) decreases by approx-
imately 20%. This is not surprising, as this region lies
near the edge of our GC analysis ROI, and thus changes
that make the excess more peaked will tend to decrease
the intensity of the excess in regions far from the GC.
However, this increases the already existing offset be-
tween the best fit intensity of the excess at 5◦ from the
GC between the GC and IG analyses (Fig. 1), bringing
the mismatch up to approximately a factor of 2. This
provides some indication that the emission mechanism
producing the GCE does not represent a pure power-law
throughout the full ROI of the GC and IG analysis. This
result, while shown clearly via the comparison between
Fig. 1 and Fig. 28, has been hinted at through many anal-
yses performed over the last several years [6–9]. Notably,
when the ROI of the γ-ray analysis is increased, the pre-
ferred value of γ increases as well (c.f. Table VIII). The
significance of this is, as of yet, unclear. Radially de-
pendent changes in γ can be naturally accommodated in
leptonic outburst, or Millisecond Pulsar models, but can
also be accommodated in dark matter models if baryonic
effects alter the dark matter density profile very near the
GC, as is predicted in many structure formation models.
An alternative explanation involves the many degrees of
freedom in the GC analysis, compared to that in the IG,
which may allow PSs near the GC to soak up much of the
γ-ray excess, artificially dimming the GCE component.
Using the 2FGL PS catalog rather than the more recent
3FGL increases the apparent amplitude of the excess by
∼ 30%.
The GC and IG analyses also use different default
Galactic diffuse models (as explained in the main text);
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FIG. 26: Here we show the IG analysis spectra obtained by three different GCE templates with γ = 1.2, in green that associated with a
full template, in blue the results for the north and south regions of the template (where |b| > |l|) and in red the east and west contribution
(where |l| > |b|). We show this using the p6v11 diffuse model (top) and p7v6 model (bottom) for four different regions: |b|, |l| < 15◦ (left),
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for details.
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FIG. 27: Here we show the impact of changing the size of the PS mask on the spectrum extracted for the best fit GCE template in the
IG analysis. In green we show the default mask, which varies with energy according to the PSF of Fermi, in blue use a mask size fixed
at the highest energy considered, and in red the lowest energy. We show this for All Source data on the left and UCV BestPSF data on
the right, from which it is clearly a much bigger issue in source data. Note that in both cases for the largest mask, in red, where the
high-energy points go to zero correspond to a failure of the fit to converge given the very low statistics.
one might wonder whether the observed differences arise
from this choice. Using the p7v6 model in the IG does
not decrease the preferred value of γ, but does reduce
the overall normalization of the GCE spectrum, making
the result consistent with the GC analysis. On the other
hand, the converse is not true, utilizing the p6v11 dif-
fuse model in the GC analysis actually further decreases
the intensity of the GCE by 20%, increasing the mis-
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FIG. 28: On the left we show the spectrum and normalization of the GCE in the IG analysis for the best fit profile slope of γ = 1.14,
compared to the GC analysis for an identical best-fitting profile slope. We note that the GCE in the GC ROI contributes a smaller
normalization than in the IG ROI, a result which hints at a potential steepening of the inner-profile slope as a function of radius. On the
right, the GCE spectrum for the default IG and GC analyses is shown with both using the Model A diffuse emission model. Here we use
the best-fit profile values from the default analyses, γ = 1.14 for the IG and 1.05 for the GC. Here we see that when using the same diffuse
emission models the GCE templates can produce similar fluxes at 5◦ from the GC, but note this is not true for all diffuse models. See
text for details.
match with the default IG results. This second scenario
is well understood, however, as the p6v11 diffuse model
has an angular scale of 0.5◦ and has no latitude bin corre-
sponding to b=0.0, making it unsuitable for studies of the
dense GC ROI. On the right side of Fig. 28 we show the
comparison when both analyses use the Model A diffuse
emission model, which is applicable in both ROIs, and
there we see agreement between the spectra extracted in
both regions. Nevertheless we emphasize that in general
the spectral differences between the two analyses depend
on a number of systematics as discussed, and should not
be thought of as just originating from the differences in
diffuse modeling.
Appendix E: Cross-checks of the non-Poissonian
Template Fit Analysis
In this appendix we consider variations of the NPTF
analyses presented in Sec. III B and shown in Fig. 3.
By default we let all of the parameters in the source-
count function, shown in Eq. 2, float independently.
However, one might worry that this gives the fit too much
freedom, especially as there is some a priori expectation
for the low-luminosity slopes of the GCE and disk PS
source-count functions. If the spherical PS population
arises from a population of millisecond pulsars, then it
may be natural to expect n2 ≈ 1.5 [34, 68, 82, 83]. The
disk PS population was found in [35] to have an index
n2 ≈ 1.4.
We have studied the effect of fixing these two indices to
these values, while letting all other parameters float. The
resulting energy-dependent Bayes factor in preference for
the model with spherical PSs is shown in green in the left
panel of Fig. 29. We have verified explicitly that small
variations in the values of the fixed indices do not affect
the results. For reference, we also show the Bayes factor
for our default NPTF analysis (shown in red), where all
indices are allowed to float. Medians and 90% confidence
limits determined from simulated data, produced and an-
alyzed assuming a fixed lower index, are shown in blue.
The similarity between the cases with fixed and floating
indices suggests that our choice to float all parameters
has not biased our conclusions.
In producing the simulated data, we assume the GCE
PS template has the energy spectrum extracted for
the Poissonian GCE in a fit performed with no non-
Poissonian templates. We do this because the approach
used in this work does not allow the spectrum associ-
ated with a given non-Poissonian template to be care-
fully extracted. One might wonder how uncertainties in
this data-driven (and hence fluctuating) spectrum could
propagate and impact our results.
To test this question, we remade the simulated data
assuming a smoothed spectrum for the GCE PS tem-
plate, derived by fitting a power law with an exponential
cutoff to the GCE spectrum; specifically, the smoothed
spectrum was given by dN/dE ∝ E−1.69e−E/6.85 GeV.20
20 Such a spectrum might be expected if the GCE originates from
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Our new energy-dependent medians and 90% confidence
limits for the Bayes factor, derived from this new sim-
ulated data, are shown on the right of Fig. 29, with
the smoothed spectrum shown in the inset. This vari-
ation on the assumed GCE PS spectrum has a non-
negligible impact on the derived confidence limits from
multiple Monte Carlo simulations, especially at high-
energy, where we see that even if the GCE PS popula-
tion is present, it becomes difficult to confirm this pres-
ence above 4 GeV (as compared to 6 GeV in our default
analysis). This cross-check further emphasizes our main
result for the NPTF analysis, i.e. that there is simply in-
sufficient statistical power at present to determine if the
high-energy tail of the excess has a PS origin, at least via
this method.
In Fig. 30 we show the extracted source-count func-
tion for both GCE and disk PS populations in our default
NPTF analysis over the 2−50 GeV range,21 and also the
variations considered in this appendix. As previously we
study a large energy range in order to probe the impact of
systematic effects in a regime where statistics are large.
For our default analysis only, in shaded red, we also il-
lustrate the 68% confidence interval, constructed point-
wise from the posterior distribution, for the source-count
function. The black points come from histogramming the
3FGL PS catalog within this energy range and our ROI.
In constructing this histogram, which is for illustrative
purposes only, we do not exclude PSs that are explicitly
known to be of extragalactic origin. It is clear that the
identified 3FGL sources are well-described by the disk
PS population, while the spherical PS population is pre-
dominantly found to be below the current PS detection
threshold in all of our analyses (this conclusion agrees
with the analysis of [35], which used a larger ROI and
different data selection cuts).
Appendix F: Scrutinizing the Behaviour in the Bin
at 11.9–18.9 GeV
One notable feature in the high-energy spectrum, as
shown in the right hand panel of Fig. 1, is the dip at
11.9− 18.9 GeV. If this were a genuine feature of the ex-
cess it could potentially be a useful handle to help under-
stand the origin of the GCE. However, in this section we
argue that the dip appears to be associated with back-
ground mismodeling, suggesting that this feature may
not be a robust property of the GCE.
millisecond pulsars, although the presence of the high-energy tail
leads us to derive a larger value for where the exponential cut-
off enters than usually associated with millisecond pulsars. See,
e.g., [36].
21 For the default analysis, we checked that the two source-count
functions extracted in the 5− 50 GeV range are consistent with
those shown. This means that values of n1 and n2 are consistent,
as the overall curve is moved to lower fluxes, as expected if the
point sources emit fewer photons at higher energies.
To begin with, however, we note that in the IG anal-
ysis, this structure in the high-energy spectrum is not
peculiar to the default choice of diffuse model, ROI or
dataset. It appears in all 17 diffuse models considered
in this work, the details of which are given in App. A; it
persists if the ROI is increased, if we apply quality cuts
on the photons being used, or if we revert to the Pass 7
Reprocessed data.
A similar spectral feature appears to be present in the
spectrum calculated from the GC analysis, albeit at a
lower statistical significance. This lends some credence
to the interpretation that the dip is physical. However,
it should be remembered that the GC and IG datasets are
not entirely independent, as the ROIs of the two analy-
ses overlap. Additionally, systematic errors in the diffuse
emission templates may propagate through both analy-
ses (although the IG template utilizes the p6v11 diffuse
model and the GC analysis utilizes p7v6, these models
are based on similar physics, multi-wavelength data, and
modeling techniques).
Fig. 1 only shows the spectrum for the GCE template,
so in Fig. 31 we show the spectra for all the templates
that were included in the fit. For the left panel we used
the p6v11 diffuse model for the Galactic diffuse emission,
whereas for the right panel we replaced it with Model F,
which recall has the pi0 and the bremsstrahlung template
floated independently of the ICS component. In both
panels we show the spectra for the GCE based on the
best-fit slope for the generalized NFW profile, and we
have also rescaled the non-GCE spectra to aid the com-
parison.
Looking firstly at the p6v11 case, we can see that where
the GCE spectrum dips, the spectrum for the Fermi Bub-
bles rises, whilst the diffuse model falls less steeply than
in the subsequent (higher-energy) bin. If this dip was
a real feature of the GCE it need not be accompanied
by any features in the spectra of the other templates; the
presence of these apparently correlated features raises the
concern that the dip may be related to mismodeling of
the other components.
To follow up on this, we can also consider the Model F
background, recalling that this model has an additional
degree of freedom in the modeling of the diffuse emission,
due to the free ICS template. In this case we see a clear
bump in the reconstructed ICS spectrum, in the same
energy bin as the dip in the GCE spectrum, suggesting a
mismodeling of the ICS (or a mismodeling that spatially
overlaps the ICS template) might be responsible for the
dip. As an additional check we tried rerunning the Model
F case, but fixing the ICS component to have a value in
the bins between 11.9− 18.9 GeV that follows the slope
on either side of these bins. When doing this we find the
pi0 plus bremsstrahlung template now fluctuates upwards
and the GCE still dips. If we scan for the preferred γ of
the GCE in this case, the fit prefers a very small value of
γ, suggesting that the GCE template is absorbing some
spatially broad discrepancy between the model and the
data.
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FIG. 29: Here we show two variations on the results shown in the left-hand panel of Fig. 3. On the left we show the default results in
red, but in green show what happens if we fix the lower index (n2 in Eq. 2) to be 1.5 for the GCE PS template and 1.4 for the disk
PS template. The simulated data 90% confidence interval (blue) shown also assume a fixed value of n2 both in the production of the
simulated data and the analyses. On the right, we again show the default analysis in red, but this time the simulated data is generated
assuming a smoothed spectrum for the GCE shown inset, rather than the spectrum extracted for the Poissonian GCE template shown in
black. The smoothed spectrum is determined by fitting the data to a power law with an exponential cutoff. See text for details.
We can gain more insight into this mismodeling by ex-
amining the residual maps for individual energy bins. For
the first and second energy bin we show the residual maps
in Fig. 32, with a different scale to highlight oversubtrac-
tion. From these we see that while there is under and
over subtraction in both energy bins, it is particularly
bad around the center in the second bin. This could lead
to the GCE template preferring an artificially small coef-
ficient, as its presence (with a positive coefficient) would
worsen any oversubtraction near the center, worsening
the fit. These conclusions were found to be consistent
between the various Galactic diffuse models, ROIs and
datasets we have tested. The residual plots for the two
higher energies not shown also show some oversubtrac-
tion, but appear closer to the map for the first bin, rather
than for the second (where the dip is present).
To quantitatively determine whether the issue was re-
stricted to a particular area of the sky, within the region
where the GCE is bright, we imposed an exponential ra-
dial cutoff on the GCE, at a cutoff radius that was al-
lowed to vary (to a minimum of 2 degrees). This did not
remove the spectral feature. We also repeated the analy-
sis examining only the north, south, left or right halves of
the sky, and found that the dip was consistently present
in all regions.
While the regions of large oversubtraction present in
the residual maps, and the unexpected behavior of the
diffuse background components in this energy bin, do
not definitively rule out the possibility that the dip is a
physical feature of the GCE spectrum, any such inter-
pretation should be treated with great caution. A better
understanding of this feature will likely require a bet-
ter understanding of the diffuse gamma-ray backgrounds
around the GC region.
Appendix G: Energy Binning Considerations
1. Choice of High-Energy Binning
Bin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7
TS 59.2 16.8 10.8 22.0 15.5 6.0 4.4
TABLE IX: Analogue of Table IV for the energy bins before
combining them, for our default analysis using Pass 8 data.
In addition to choosing our dataset to maximize statis-
tics, as discussed in Sec. III, we combined several of the
high-energy bins together to increase statistics. By de-
fault we have 7 equally log spaced bins between 9.5 and
47.5 GeV, whilst our rebinning combines the top 6 of
these into adjacent pairs reducing us to the 4 bins de-
scribed in the main text. Results without this rebin-
ning are largely similar to what has already been shown,
although understandably with lower statistical signifi-
cance. To estimate the difference in statistics per bin,
the TS for the GCE shown for the combined bins in
Table IV can be compared to the uncombined bins in
Table IX. As another example, in Fig. 33 we show the
bin-by-bin TS as a function of γ for the two different
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FIG. 30: Best fit source-count functions derived from a fit over
2−50 GeV for a GCE PS (solid curve) and disk PS (dashed curve).
The various colors correspond to five variations on the modeling:
default analysis with p6v11 (red), use of a thick disk (orange),
move to p7v6 (purple), Model F (khaki), and default analysis but
fixing the lower index (n2 in Eq. 2) of the GCE and disk PS to be
1.5 and 1.4 respectively (green). For the default analysis only we
show the 68% confidence limits also, to give some indication of the
statistical uncertainty. In black dots we show a histogram of the
observed flux from 3FGL sources in that energy range range, with
68% Poissonian error bars simply coming from counting statistics.
binnings just discussed. As claimed, the qualitative be-
havior is independent of the binning, but of course the
statistical significance of results in any one bin depends
on the bin size.
In a Bayesian analysis, instead of the TS one would
instead examine the 2 ln [Bayes factor] for a GCE in each
energy bin. Note that unlike for TS, 2 ln [Bayes factor]
can be less than 0, as the model with the GCE is pe-
nalized for having an additional degree of freedom. If
this were to occur it would indicate the model without
the GCE should be considered a better fit to the data.
With this in mind we repeated our default analysis, but
examined the 2 ln [Bayes factor] for adding the GCE in
each of the log spaced energy bins. In the first energy
bin there is a clear preference for the GCE template, but
for higher energy bins the evidence was often marginal
and sometimes negative. Nonetheless when we repeated
this with the combined energy binning, there was clear
evidence (2 ln [Bayes factor] > 9) for the GCE in all bins
but the highest, which gives an additional reason to make
use of the combined binning.
2. Cumulative Analysis of Spatial Properties
In the main text we showed how the ∆TS behaves in
each energy bin as a function of the radial variation pa-
rameter γ and the GCE sphericity. This is useful for
seeing how the preferred spatial properties vary between
bins, but it is difficult to determine the statistical prefer-
ence for a particular value of γ or axis ratio, accounting
for all the data above a specified energy threshold. This
quantity is less noisy than the bin-by-bin preferences and
may be preferred for that reason.
In this subsection we combine the results for the pre-
ferred inner slope (shown in Fig. 6 and 7) and sphericity
(shown in Fig. 8 and 10) into a single energy bin and
then vary the minimum energy of that bin. The result-
ing cumulative plots are shown in Fig. 34 and 35. The
preferred values and the statistical errors on these are
shown in Table X.
EMin Preferred γ Preferred axis ratio
(GeV) IG GC IG GC
0.4 1.14± 0.01 1.06± 0.02 1.17+0.01−0.02 1.10± 0.03
2 1.10+0.02−0.01 1.06± 0.02 1.21+0.03−0.02 1.09+0.04−0.09
5 1.09+0.02−0.03 1.02
+0.05
−0.04 1.39
+0.09
−0.06 1.20
+0.13
−0.14
10 1.08± 0.05 1.01+0.08−0.11 1.9± 0.2 1.21+0.33−0.25
TABLE X: Preferred γ and axis ratio in the IG and GC analy-
ses as we vary the minimum energy. Unlike in previous tables
we here include the statistical errors as they can become large
as we move to high energies and thereby lower statistics.
3. Impact of the Fermi Energy Dispersion
The energy dispersion of the Fermi telescope is small
(∼ 6−9% for the dataset and energy range we consider),
but not negligible.22 We have neglected the energy dis-
persion in our analysis, treating the reconstructed energy
as the true energy of the photons, since the energy dis-
persion is small compared to the width of our smallest
energy bins. However, because the spectrum of the GCE
falls steeply at higher energies, one might worry that even
a relatively small fraction of low-energy photons leaking
into high-energy bins might substantially bias the high-
energy spectrum, and in the worst case, even fake a high-
energy signal that is not actually present.
As a simple estimate of the possible impact of the
energy dispersion, we take our extracted spectrum for
the GCE, and ask what the impact of energy dispersion
would be if this were the true spectrum of the GCE, by
22 See e.g. the discussion at http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/
data/analysis/documentation/Pass8 edisp usage.html
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FIG. 31: Here we show the spectrum associated with all templates at high energies in the IG analysis. We show this for p6v11 (left)
and Model F (right) diffuse models. Note in both the coefficients of the diffuse components have been rescaled to make the comparison
between templates more straightforward. See text for details.
FIG. 32: Here we show the analogue of the right hand side of Fig. 4, but for the first two high-energy bins separately. The second energy
bin, shown on the right, is the focus of App. F. It is clear that in this bin oversubtraction is more pronounced than in the lowest energy
bin. The residuals for the two higher energy bins not shown are much closer to the left hand plot than the right.
convolving the photon spectrum dN/dE with the energy
dispersion function. The resulting smoothed spectrum
is not physically meaningful, but the difference between
the original and smoothed spectra gives some estimate of
the impact of neglecting the energy dispersion for a spec-
trum similar to that of the GCE. A more careful analysis
would require convolving all the model maps by the en-
ergy dispersion function, with some prescription for the
spectrum of each component, before comparing the tem-
plate model to the data; this is beyond the scope of this
work.
The results of this simple analysis are shown in Fig. 36.
We see that indeed, at and above the peak of the ex-
cess where the spectrum begins to fall with increasing
energy, convolution with the energy dispersion can no-
ticeably change the spectrum. However, at high energies
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FIG. 33: Preferred γ for the default analysis for two different energy binnings: the binning employed in the main text for statistical
analyses (left) and equal log spaced bins (right).
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FIG. 34: Cumulative version of Fig. 8 and 10, for the IG (left) and GC (right).
the resulting shift appears to be comparable to or smaller
than the statistical errors (as well as other systematic un-
certainties we have discussed, e.g. due to changing the
diffuse model or the Fermi Bubbles template).
To test the plausibility of the worst-case scenario where
all the emission we see above 10 GeV is due to leakage
from lower-energy bins, we also test the effect of truncat-
ing the GCE spectrum at 10 GeV before convolving with
the energy dispersion function. The result is also shown
in Fig. 36; as expected, since the width of the energy dis-
persion function is much smaller than the bin width, in
this case we would expect essentially no emission in the
higher-energy bins.
The relatively small sizes of the energy dispersion ef-
fects are consistent with expectations that the bias to
photon number above 10 GeV should be at the 10% level
or less, even for quite steeply falling spectra.
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